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Abstract 
Dimensional regularisation is formiilated without using the assumption that 
f d^k(k^)" = 0. Alternative definitions of e«A/ii/ and 7^ axe also considered. 
I n the reforinulated scheme, quadratic divergences are present, i n general, 
i n the scalar and gauge boson self-energies, and remain imregularised. The 
possible cancellation of such divergences is investigated. Phenomenological 
aspects of unified gauge theories are studied. 
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Chapter 1 
Dimensional Regularisation 
Regularisation is the means by which the divergent integrals occuring in field 
theories are controlled. There are many different techniques of regularisation, 
although probably the most widely used is dimensional regularisation. In 
this scheme the regularisation is achieved by using extended definitions of 
integration and vector algebra to define a field theory i n a non-integer niunber 
of dimensions. Here the main concern w i l l be w i t h the way of extending the 
definit ion of integration. 
Consider the integral of a funct ion f{x) i n D dimensional Euclidean space 
( D = 1,2,3, . . . ) w i t h - o o < a;.-< oo 
I = j d ^ x f { x ) (1.1) 
I n polar coordinates this becomes 
1 = j f{x)r^-Hr sin^-2 ^ p - i d ^ i j - i s i n ^ " ' ^z>-2d^i?-2 ••.dOi (1.2) 
where r = | a: | and 0 < < TT except for 0 < < 27r. 
I f the funct ion f (x ) is spherically symmetric, then f{x) = / ( r ) and the rela-
t ion (Wallis ' formula) 
- / % i n ' " ^ d ^ = . ( V 2 ) m ( ! ! i ± l ) ) (1.3) 
yo r ( | ( m + 2)) ^ ' 
m > 0 
may be used to carry out the angular integrations 
where 
which implies that 
/ = f / ( , ) , i ^ - i d , 2 7 r ( 7 r ^ ) ^ - ^ ^ (1.5) 
27r(^/2) r°° 
I = DV{D) f{r)r^-Ur (1.7) 
i ) > 2 ( D = 2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ) 
;r(^/2) 
is the volume of the D-dimensional uni t sphere, for D = 2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ) . The 
formula is also correct for D = l . There are no angular integrations here so 
the l im i t D > 2 m. (1.8) which comes f rom m > 0 i n (1.3) does not apply. 
The factor ^ ( 1 ) = 2 comes f rom 
/
oo too 
f{r)dr = 2 f{r)dr (1.9) 
-oo Jo 
Hence (1.5) and (1.7) hold for £> = 1,2,3,4, . . . 
A n expression for / has now been worked out which is an expUcit function of 
D, the number of dimensions. Therefore this expression can be used to define 
a funct ion, or rather a functional of the funct ion / , which is also a function 
of a continuous variable D , and which corresponds to standard integration 
when D = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , . . . This is how integration in a non-integer number of 
dimensions can be defined i n this rather l imited context. This is not an 
analytic continuation i n D , as the function was previously only defined at a 
set of points D = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , . . . and not i n an analytic region. Therefore this 
definition is not unique. For example, anything of the form 
J d^xf{x) = g{D)DV(D) f{r)r^-^dr (1.10) 
where g{D) = 1 for D = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , . . . would serve equally weU. The analytic 
properties of 
1 = j d^xf{x) = DV{D) f{r)r^-^dr (1.11) 
w i l l be determined by 
r f{r)r^-^dr (1.12) 
^0 
since DV(D) is an analytic function. 
Only 3 iD > 0 w i l l be considered here, so as a basic definition 
3?Z)>0 
I n general the following axioms, due to Wilson [4], w i l l define integration in 
non-integer dimensions ^ 
I d^x{h{x) + h{x)) = j d^xf,{x) + I d^'xhix) (1.14) 
j d ^ x f i f i x ) = n'^ j d^xf{x) (1.15) 
j d^xfix + a) = I d ^ x f i x ) (1.16) 
When D is an integer these properties are satisfied. For non-integer D the 
basic integral (1.13) automatically satisfies the linearity (1.14) and scaling 
(1.15) conditions. I f translational invariance (1.16) is imposed on (1.13), then 
this can be used to derive other non-spherically symmetric integrals. 
A specific funct ion in D = 2uj dimensional momentum space w i l l now be 
considered, namely 
where m is a real constant (hence > 0), but D is not necessarily integer, or 
real, but may be complex. The factor of l/(27r)^'^ is included for convenience. 
The integral of this funct ion i n 2u dimensions is 
From the definition (1.13) this is equal to 
1 f°° 2k^'^~^dk 
since I{LL>, m) is spherically symmetric. Making the substitution = rri^x 
gives 
I(uJ,m)= } J^^ , / / dx (1.20) 
^ ' ^ (47r)'^r(a;) yo (x + l)" ^ ^ 
Frorii (B.13) the integral i n (1.20) is the integral representation of the beta 
funct ion provided that ^ > 0 and 3?(n — u>) > 0, so that 
3?a; > 0 , 3?(n - w) > 0 
^ ' - (^.Y Tin) ( ' •2^ ' 
%j >0 ,U{n-u)>0 
The first condition, > 0 is not a problem, since as i n (1.13) only 3?£) > 0 
is being considered (and D = 2u), but 3?(n - a;) > 0 is more restrictive. I t 
is important to realise that for 3?(n — u)<0 the integral i n (1.20) is not the 
integral representation of the beta function, which instead w i l l be given by 
an integral of the fo rm of (B.26). 
I n dimensional regularisation, the main concern is w i t h integrals in a dimen-
sion D = 2uj close to £> = 4. I t w i l l be useful to also look at dimensions close 
to D = 2. Consider 
D = 2 - e=^uj = l - € / 2 (1.23) 
where e is small and positive i.e. | e ]•< 1, 9? e > 0. For this case the integral 
I{u, m) w i l l be given by (1.21) for 3? n > 1 - 3? e/2. Specifically, this is true for 
n = 1,2,3 . . . For the case D = 4 - e(a; = 2 - e / 2 ) , / ( w , m ) is given by (1.21) 
provided that 3?n > 2 - 3?e/2 and (1.21) w i l l be correct for n = 2 ,3 ,4 , . . . , 
but not for n = 1. 
For D = 2 — e w i t h real n 
0 < 1 - 5Re/2 < n 
I f n > 1, (1.24) is regular as e -> 0 ( D —> 2 f rom below). I f n = 1, then 
, l \ u . , m ) = ^ - ^ T { l - u . ) (1.25) 
has a simple pole at e = 0 (a; = 1). This is an ultraviolet logarithmic 
divergence, since i n 2 dimensions 
4(1,".) = / " ! ^ ^ (1.26) 
and therefore 
For D = i - e 
^ l _ r M _ 2 k d ^ 
Air Jo (jfc2 + m2) ^ ^ 
= l^Mk' + m')]^ (1.28) 
= U J ' ^ ) (1.29) 
4:7r \ J 
/ ] f ( l , m ) ~ l n M as M ^ oo (1.30) 
0 < 2 - 3 ? e / 2 < n 
I f n > 2, m) is regular as e —> 0, and for n = 2 
^V"^) = ^ | ^ r ( 2 - a ; ) • (1.32) 
has a simple pole at e = 0 (a; = 2). This again is an ultraviolet (UV) 
logarithmic divergence, which can be compared w i t h 
1 2k^dk 2^ d  
1^ —zr2 T T T — ( 1 - 3 5 ) 167r2 [ \ m2 J M2- |-m2 
and as w i t h 7 | ^ ( l , m ) 
/ | f ( 2 , m ) ~ l n M as • M o o (1.36) 
Now consider I^(uj, m) for = 4 — e. I n 4 dimensions 
_d^ 
(2n) 
1 2Pdjk 
4(2,".) = / " ( ^ ( ^ (1-37) 
/•^ 2k''d  
16n^L (jfc2 + m2) ^^-^^^ 
Now the dominant behaviour of /]^^(2, m) as M —*• oo is 
llf(2,Tn)^M^ as M ^ oo (1.40) 
This is a ( U V ) quadratic divergence. I t is apparent that Ilf{2, m) has a log. 
divergent part, and also a part that is a 'pure' quadratic divergence i.e. which 
is independent of m. The pure quadratic divergence dominates i n the large 
M l i m i t . 
I n £> = 4 — e dimensions 
I^{uj,m) is spherically symmetric, so 
When \ <lStuj <2 the integral i n (1.42) is not the integral representation of 
the beta f imct ion . Rearranging the integrand 
^ ( " ' " ^ ) = ( 4 ;^FfHi . W ^ ) ^ ^ ^ 
The integral i n the second part of (1.44) is the integral representation of the 
beta funct ion i n the domain 3? (a* — 1) > 0 and 3? (2 — w) > 0, therefore 
(47r)-r(a;); {k-' + m?) ' ' (47r)-r(a;) 
1 < 3?a; < 2 
^ > -d{uj,l-u) (1.46) 
(47r)-r(a;)' 
\<^uj<2 
since I3{uj -1,2-u) = -f3{uj, 1 - uj). (1.46) is logarithmically divergent, and 
corresponds to the second part of (1.39). The first part of (1.44) is the 'pure' 
quadratic divergence corresponding to the first part of (1.39). 
(47r)'^r(a;) 
f{k'r-'d{k') (1.47) 
is divergent, even for a; / 2 (e / 0), and therefore remains unregularised. 
Strictly, this means that the whole of (1.44) is unregularised, and the regu-
larisation procedine has failed. However, since the second part of (1.44) is 
regular for e ^ 0, i t is possible that the scheme w i l l stiU work i f the pure 
quadratic terms from different parts of a calculation ultimately cancel each 
other out. To determine this, a linear separation of P(u,m) into two inte-
grals must be carried out. 
d^^k 1 
(27r)2'^  A;2 + m2 
d^-it 1 f d^-'k _ r d""/c 1 r d^" 
~ J ' ( 2 ^ ¥ ~ J (27r)2'-jt2 J (27r)2'-it2(jfc2 + ^ 2 ) 
^ + 7 7 r v ^ / ^ ( ' ^ ' l - ' - ) (1-48) (27r)2-F ' (47r)-r(a;)' 
l<mu<2 
The success of this approach depends on the consistent manipulation of such 
expressions, even though they contain an unregularised quadratic divergence. 
To carry out such manipulations, the use of linearity (1.14) w i l l be the prin-
cipal tool . I n certain circumstances, translational invariance (1.16) may also 
be used, as w i l l be shown later. The scaling property (1.15) must be avoided, 
however, since e.g. for 
m = ^ (1.49) 
(1.15) would imply that 
_2 f ^'^k 1 / ^'^k 1 
Chapter 2 
The Photon Self-Energy 
2.1 Feynman Parametrisation 
Consider the photon self-energy Tl^„(p) i n QED to 1-loop order. I n D = 
2a; = 4 — e dimensions (see e.g. [5, 6]),. 
I n Euclidean space, after Wick rotation 
d2-k 
TIM = -«e^Tr 
J M (27r)2-'^ ''V + m" 'K+I^ + mJ 
d?-k TY[7^(K-m)7 . (K+?^-m)] 
-lu-
(27r)2- (k2-hm2)((k + p)2 + m2) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
10 
Evaluating the trace using gamma matr ix formulae 
n / N - A - 2 [ fe^ -I- k^p^ + Pf,K - 6^^{k^ + k.p + m?) 
i V i P j - J (27r)2- (jfc2 + rn^)((k + pf -H m?) ^ ^ ^ 
Carrying out Feynman parametrisation leads to 
r 
f 2k^K _ 2x{l - x)\p^,p^ - i / i " 1 
Therefore interchanging integrations i n (2.5) gives 
(47r)'^ r(a;) 
where 
(2.5) [ (fc2 + a2)2 (ifc2 + ^2)2 (jt2 + ^2) 
where 
= m^ ^ p ' x i l - x ) (2.6) 
For spherically symmetric integrals 
^^k 
(27r)2'-'''" '~ (47r)'-r(a;) 
I t w i l l also be assumed that 
t ^-k k,K ^ f ^-k ( t ) 
J (27r)2- (/fc2 + a2)2 y (27r)2- (jfc2 + a2)2 ^^•°>' 
^ , . = ^ f . ( * ^ ) ( . ^ ) - ^ (2.10) 
B„, = -2x(i - x)\p,p, - j" i(e)(er-'j^^^ (2.11) 
C,„ = - V f (2.12) 
For A^,^ and C^^ the integral representation of the beta function (B.26) is 
required, w i t h n = 0. I n (B.26) n = 0 imphes that 
F{\lt,x + y) = l-{\^lltY+y (2.13) 
11 
^ P{x, y) = / dt{ty-\\ + ty'^-y - t - ' - ' } (2.14) 
Jo 
dl{x + y)>0, - K ^ x <0 
Let t ing t = k^/a^ 
« . , , ) = ( a ^ ) ' f . ( P ) { ^ J ^ 5 L _ - ^ } (2.15) 
dt{x + y)>Q, - K ^ x <0 
For (2.10) X + y = 2 and y - 1 = u aie required, implying that x = 1 - u 
(—1 < X <0) and so 
/ ^ ( l - . , . + l ) = ( . ^ ) . - " f . ( . ^ ) { ^ - ^ } (2.16) 
This gives 
<5, 4 — 
•^uu — 
+ f d i k ' ) - ^ ^ ^ (2.17) 
Similarly, for (2.12) the appropriate values axe x + y = 1 and y = to which 
again imply x = 1 — LO (—1 < a; < 0) and so 
Kl - . . . ) = ( a ' ) ' - " f <e) { g r l _ _L_} ( 2 , 8 ) 
(2.12) therefore becomes 
( r°° 1 \ 
{a'r-'P{l-u;,u;) + l d(k')^j^j (2.19) 
For B^^ the usual integral representation (B.13) must be used. Making the 
substitution v = k^/a^ i n (B.13) 
fii.,y) = ( a y f d ( k ' ) j ^ ) ^ ^ (2.20) 
> 0, > 0 
For (2.11) x + y = 2 and x = a; and so y = 2 — UJ and therefore 
/ ^ ( . , 2 - . ) = ( a ^ ) - f d ( . ^ ) J | g . (2.21) (P) 
12 
This implies that (2.11) is 
B^, = - 2 x ( l - x)\p^p, - 6,,p'']ia^r-^l3(u;, 2 - u;) (2.22) 
Using (B.12) and the F-function recurrence relation 
zT{z) = r ( ^ + 1) (2.23) 
it can be shown that 
- /?(1 - u;, w + 1) = ^(1 - u, t j ) (2.24) 
From this it follows that 
Afii, -\- Cfit/ — 
6,,{a''r-'l3{l - a;,a;) + ^ r < P ) ( P ) ' ^ - 2 
uj Jo 
Jo 
= S,. - l ) f dik')ik'r-' .. (2.25) 
and so + Cf^„ = 0 for a; = 1 (D = 2) only. 
The regularised photon self-energy is 
n , . (p) = 
\w-2 
(47r)-r(c.) 
For the case = 0, = p^x(l - x) and 
(47r)'^F(a;) 
+ ^>^-^{l;-'^)rd{e){kr-'} (2.27) 
13 
2.2 Expansion of the integrand 
The photon seK-energy JIf,u{p) can be obtained without using translational 
invariance on the quadratic divergence. This is possible by using identities 
to expand the integrand of the 1-loop n^,/(p) in (2.4). From the identity 
{ k + p f - 2k.p -p^ + rn^ _ 
jfc2 + m2 
it follows that 
and from 
it follows that 
Therefore the photon self-energy n^ (^;>) can be written as 
k^ik^ + m2)2 + k*{k^ + m2)2 
^ (2k^k, - b^X){-p^ - 2p.k) 
{k^ + m2)2((jt + pY + m2) 
fiPu +Pnku - S^^k.p - m^Si^ 
( P + m2)((jfc + pf + m2) 
For m = 0 this becomes 
. r d^^k r 
y (27r)2'^  { 
. . o / k (2kriki, ^uvk^ 
(2.28) 
(jfc2 + m2)((A;+p)2 + m2) 
^ ^P-^+P' (2 29) 
(jfc2+m2)2 (jfc2 + m2)((ifc+p)2 + m2) • ^ 
(2.30) 
1 . _ _ 2m2 
(A;2 + m2)2 ~ F " A;4()fc2 + ^2)2 + A;4(yt2 + ^2)2 ( • ) 
14 
(2k^k^ - 5^„k^){-p^ - 2p.k) 
ik^y(k+py 
+ F(ifc+p)2 / ^ -^^ ^^ 
The first line of (2.32) and in the massless case (2.33) contains the pure 
quadratic divergences. These are the dominant U V divergences. AU of the 
remaining terms are either linearly or logarithmically divergent. After Feyn-
man parametrisation of these remaining terms, only logarithmic divergences 
will survive. 
Assuming that the pure quadratic terms satisfy (C.8) 
f <f-k 2k,K - 6,.e 1 f d'-k 1 
y (27r)2- k^ (27r)2-ifc2 ^^ ""^ ^^  
these terms will only cancel in 2 dimensions (a; = 1). For a; 7^ 1 the remain-
ing logarithmic and linear divergences will not be sufficient to cancel this 
dominant divergence. 
This argument is based on a simple algebraic rearrangement of the integrand, 
which does not confuse infrared and ultraviolet divergences (in the domain 
1 < c<; < 2). It can therefore be applied within other regularisation schemes. 
This leads to the conclusion that quadratic divergences are present in the 
photon self-energy whatever the regularisation scheme, and that the only way 
to remove them is to introduce additional fields which contribute qucidratic 
divergences that exactly cancel with those of 'n.^„(p). 
Returning to the dimensional regularisation of U.f,^(p), it should be confirmed 
that the remaining logarithmic and linear terms produce the expected result. 
For the massless case (m = 0) this means that (2.33) should agree with 
(2.27). Al l of these terms can be evaluated using the standard form of the 
/?-function (B.2). To demonstrate this the following integrals, which are of 
the form (C.29) - (C.31), are required; 
ff'^ h k 1 
W r W ^ ^ = - - 1 ) (2.35) 
l < 3 ? a ; , l < 3 ? ( u ; - h l ) , 0 < 5 f t a ; < 2 =^ 1 < 9?a; < 2 
+J<5p,./r(2 - UJ - 1)1 (2.36) 
1 < , 2 < 3?(u;-|-l), 0 < < 2 ^ K^uj <2 
I 
15 
J T^K (27r)2'- k*(k + pf 
(/)""' [-P,.P.PxT{Z - Lj)P{io + 1,0; - 1) 
{Airy 
-\p^{^,ii'Px + W / i + <5A,iPi')r(2 - (jj)p{ijj,uj) 
1 < , 2.< 5ft(a; + 2), 0 < 3?o; < 2 =^ 
Using these formulae, which apply strictly for 1 < 3? a; < 2 
(2.37) 
1 < sRw < 2 
(47r)'^ 
(6^ ^p2 _ 2p^p^)r(2 - u)p{u,uj - 1) (2.38) 
5 _ (-4ze2)(;,2), 
( 4 ^ ) " 
((5^^ - 2p^p^)T{Z - u;)p{cj,u - 1) 
+-/6^^(2a; - 2 )r (2 - uj)p{u,u - 1) 
(_4ie2)(p2)^-3 
(47r)'*' 
2PA<5^ ,. - p V r ( 3 - a;)^(L^ + 1, a; - 1) 
- 2 '^'^ 'a(2 + 2w)r(2 - Lj)P{u,u) 
(-4ie2)(p2)c.-3 
( 4 ^ ) " 
- ^P^{^^i,.P^ + + <5A,iP^)r(2 - a;)/3(a;,w) 
-4PA [-p^p^pxr{3 - u)P{uj + 1,0; - 1) 
(2.39) 
It is important to note that all of these terms are free of infrared divergences. 
Collecting similar terms gives 
K = [ ( W - 2p,p.n3 - umu,u; - 1) 
+i/<5^,(2o; - 2)r(2 - u)P{u;,oj - 1) 
( - 4 i e 2 ) ( p 2 ) ^ - 2 
(47r)'^ 
'{-2S^^p^ + 4pf,p^)T{3 - u;)/3(u + 1, w - 1) 
16 
+ ( - ^ 2 ( 1 +(^) + 2{2p^p, + ^ ^ . / ) ) r ( 2 - o;)^(o;, a;)] (2.40) 
Using the F-function recurrence relation zT{z) = r{z + 1) this becomes 
rB ( - 4 f e 2 ) ( p 2 ) - 2 
(47r) 
(S^y - 2p^p,){2 - u) 
-T{2-uj)l3{u,u) 
2 o „ „ ^ / o . ^ (2^ *^  - 1) , ^2c / , I N 
-\-p b^^{uj - 1) ( a ; - l ) 
(2o; - 1) 
(o; - 1) 
+ ( -2 (5^y + 4:p^p^){2 - u) ^ + Ap^p^ + 8^,p''{-2uj) 
and so 
{A%Y 
(6^„p^ - 2p^p^) .2 . „ „ N ( ' ^ ^ ^ - p V + 4;,,i,. 
Similarly 
, c _ ( - 4 i e 2 ) ( p 2 ) - 2 
The sum of (2.42) and (2.43) is 
( a ; - l ) 
r(2-o;)^(o;,o;) {S^^p^ - 2p^p^) 
(2uj - 1) 
( o ; - l ) 
c ( - 4 z e 2 ) ( p 2 ) - 2 
T(2-u)p{u,u) 
„2 - „ ^ ( 3 - - 3 ) _ ^ , ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ {6^^p^ - 2p^p^) 
( o ; - l ) 
_ (-4^•62)(p2)^-2 
ti2-u;)/3(u;,u) [26^,p^ - 2p^p, 
Therefore the photon self-energy is 
+ 
( - 4 i e 2 ) ( p 2 ) ^ - 2 
k^ 
T{2-uj)(3{u,u)2 S^^p'-p^p 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
{ATTY 
which agrees with (2.27). 
The quadratic term is again present explicitly, and remains unregularised. If 
the standard integral representation of the j5-function P{x,y) (B.2) is used 
for all values of x and y, this leads to the quadratic divergences being ignored. 
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2.3 Schwinger Parametrisation 
Instead of Feynman parametrisation, it is also possible to use exponential, 
or Schwinger parametrisation, whereby 
^ ^ = f d x e . p [ - . ( k ^ + m ' ) ] (2.47) 
Using this approach, the photon self-energy can be written 
n ^ r , ^ - . • 2 / ^Kk. + k^P. +P^,K - S^,(k^ + k.p + m'') 
n , , ( p ) - 4^ e J ^2^^^^ (k^ + m^Xik+py + m^) ^^'^^^ 
[2k^k^ -I- kf,p^ + Pf,k^ - 6^^{k^ + k.p + m^)] 
, exp[-xi{k^ + m^) - X2{{k + pf + m^) 
Changing variables to 
k' = k + - P ^ = k + p -
X1+X2 Xi +X2 
too too f cp'^li 
£ (n'\2 , ;' Xi- X2 2 ^1^2 
-b^^ \ { k y + k .p — P 
X\ + X2 {Xi + Xif 
- { x ^ + X 2 ) { k : f -exp 
i\2 X\X2 2 2 f . \ 
^ p - m \ x i + X 2 ) {Xi + X2) 
Using the Gaussian type integrals 
/ ( ^ ^ ^ ^M-xk' + 2k.px) = j ^ P , exp( V ) 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
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/ ( C o ^ ^ " ^ " ^''P(-^^' + 2 -^^ '^ ) = (pi^P- + ^ ) exp(V) (2.54) 
roo foo 
n^„(p) = -He / dxi / dx2 
Jo Jo 
{i7r)-'{Xi+X2) 
exp -
X1X2 2 
(a^i + 2:2) 
y - m^(a;i - I - 0:2) 
(Xl + X2)2 Xi + X2 {Xi -\- XiY 
Writing 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
where nj^(p) is proportional to {2p^6^^ - 2p^pu), then using the identity 
r°° d\ 
(2.57) 
n L ( p ) becomes 
X1X2 
Uir)^ Jo Jo Jo V X J 
(2.58) 
(47r) 
(2p^6,. - 2 p , p . ) | i ^ exp [ - ^ p ^ - m^x] (2.59) 
Letting a;i = Xx[ and 2:2 = Xx'2 
K M = J^C^P'^f^- - '^Pi^P-) I 1 dX6(l - (x, + x^)) 
XjaTgA^"'^ exp X{—x\x'2P^ — m^) (2.60) 
Now the integral over A gives a F-function 
r dAA^-" exp [ -A(a ; ; 4p2 ^ ^ 2 ) j ^ - w)(x;a;y -f- m^)'^-^ (2.61) 
3 ? ( 2 - a ; ) > 0 
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Therefore after integrating over 
-4ze2 
K M = {47ry 
{2p'6^, - 2p^p,)T{2 - a;) 
X J dx[x[{l - x[)[x[{l - x[)p'^ + m^]'^-^ (2.62) 
U{2-uj)>0 
This is equal to the transverse part of (2.26). 
Taking part of the longitudinal term, and using the same identity 
_4»p2 r°o roo 1 
(47r) 
/ 2 ^1^2 2\ 
( - ^ ( ^ r p ^ - " ^ ' " p 
-4ee2 
( x i + X2Y 
^^^^ - y - m \ x , + X 2 ) 
{Xl + XiY 
(2.63) 
A "(^x^X2P — m ) exp[—\{x^X2P + m ) 
4»V>2 r<x> 
(2.64) 
(2.65) 
The remainder of the longitudinal part is given by 
4i62 f°° f°° 1 
3?(2-o;) > 0 
1 - g ; 
(^ 1 + 3:2) 
exp 
X\X2 2 2/ , \ rp -m {Xi + X2) 
{ x i + X 2 y 
=(i^ F^^ - r "^'^  r r - ^^'^+^^)) 
X (1 - a;)A-'^ e x p [ - A ( x ; x y + m^)] 
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
For 1 < < 2 the integral over A is divergent, and can be related to the 
Cauchy-Saalschutz form (A.13). for n = 0 in (A.13) 
r ( . ) = f i e - ' - i ) f - ' (2.68) 
- K M z <0 
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^ T{z) = a' / (e""' - (2.69) 
a > 0, - 1 < < 0 
Therefore (2.67) becomes 
_4fe2 I t°° I / I I \ 
^{x[xy -h m2)"-^r(l -^) + f A-'^dAj (2.70) 
+{l-oj) f X-'^dX^ (2.71) 
1 < 3?o; < 2 
The'complete longitudinal part is (2.71) + (2.65) 
^iM = j ^ U ^ - ^ ) l A--dA (2.72) 
1 < 3?o; < 2 
This is not quite the same as the longitudinal part of (2.26). K^(p) in 
(2.72) has been scaled by a factor o;r(w). This happens because of the illegal 
interchange of integrations over x\, x'g, and k^ which occurs when using 
exponential parametrisation and the Gaussian formulae. A similar rescaling 
can be seen comparing (3.31) with (3.29), although here the scaling factor is 
only r(o;). The extra factor of oj in (2.72) is presumably associated'with the 
additional scaling Xi , X2 —»• x^, Xj . 
This contrasts with the results obtained using Feynman parametrisation 
(2.26) and (2.27). Here it is not actually neccessary to interchange inte-
grations for the pure quadratic term - this remains in (2.26) expHcitly as an 
integral over k^. Translational invariance of the quadratic term was used to 
derive (2.26), although this will be justified to some extent in (3.70). 
Scaling such as has arisen in (2.72) can be tolerated, as long as the same 
procedure is applied throughout a calculation, and the pure quadratic di-
vergences ultimately cancel between terms. In general, of course, scaling 
destroys any consistent cancellation, since with X = X p, 
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roo yoo 
A-'"cfA = / - " y ^ X-"dX (2.73) 
Therefore, treating the integral as though it were finite, leads to 
rX-'^dX = 0 (2.74) 
Jo 
2.4 Pauli-Villars Regularisation 
The longitudinal part of the photon self-energy n^ (^j>) can be made to vanish, 
if finiteness is assumed a few steps earlier. Taking 
4^ 6^  r°° f°° 1 
2 X1X2 2\ \ ^1^2 2 2f , \ 
- ^ ( ^ r r ^ - ' ^ ^ ' p f R T ^ ^ - - ( x . + . 2 j 
(2.75) 
' 1-u 
p' -^^ — 
^{Xl+X2) ixi+X2) 
and rescaling a;i = Xx[ and X2 = Xx'2 
_4ie2 foo ^ roo I \ 
2-w 
(47r)'' 
\ — U 2 1^^ 2 2 
^A(a;;-F4) ^ (a^ i-f-^ 2)2 ; 
-4ze2 . . d f<^ , , f°° , , 1 
= Wr^'^'^^dX Jo ^""^io ^^'JAV. 
( I I X-\ Xn O 0/1 I \ 
{x +x'y ~ ^^^^ 
" 4 " ' ( ( ^ f f t ) " ' " ' ' ^ ' ) 
(2.76) 
1 1—W 
(2.77) 
and rescaling back again 
„ r , , -4ie2 r ^ d r°° , r 
dx'. 
{Xl-\-X2) 
X exp (2.78) 
(2.79) 
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This is exactly the argument used in [10] for D = 2o; = 4, to suggest that 
n^^(p) is only logarithmically divergent. In [10] Pauli-ViUars regularisation 
is used [11]. In this regidaxisation scheme all integrations are 4-dimensional, 
and the divergences are regularised by a careful cancellation between similar 
terms. In Pauli- Villars the transverse Il^^{p) becomes 
KM=7^(2^''^'"' - '^pt^P'^') r ^""'^ r '^"'^ r t ^ ^ ^ • ^^ ^^  ^^ ^^ ^ 
~ dX 
X ^ ^ Cix[x'2 exp X{—x[x'2P^ — m?) (2.80) 
Clearly CQ = 1, and IlJ^(p) is regularised if Ci = - 1 , Cj = 0 (i > 1). The 
relation 
dt-
implies that 
P 
/ / > 0 , 
r ( i - p ) 
u > 0; 
Jo t ^ ' \aJ 
Using this, IlJ^(p) becomes 
a > 0, 
-4ie2 
f dx\x[(l — x\)ln 
Jo 
x[{l - x[)p^ + 
x'i(l — x[)p^ + m2 
for large M this is 
(iiry 
{2p^8^,, - 2p^p^) 
' 1 , M2 
6 
L n — - — I dxx{\ — x)\a. 
m? Jo 
The longitudinal part n^ (^/)) is now 
1 -h ^ x ( l - x) 
m 
=7^ *- r ^^'^ r r - ^^'^+^^^) (47r) 
(2.81) 
P<1 
(2.82) 
6 > 0 
(2.83) 
(2.84) 
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With Ci = —1, c,- = 0-.(t > 1), the middle term is regularised in the same 
way as njj,(p), but both the — 1/A term and the m] term still appear to 
be divergent. A double subtraction would be sufficient to regularise both of 
these terms, but if the expression (2.72) is used for n^^(p) at = 4 the 
two contributions to n^j,(p) from the sum in (2.72) wiU cancel each other 
out, and oidy one subtraction wiU be enough. However, to show that n^ (^p) 
reduces to (2.72) it is neccessary to carry out the integrations in (2.70) and 
(2.65). These axe divergent at D = 4 so it is not clear that this can be done. 
Using both one Pauli-ViUars subtraction, and dimensional regularisation 
(2.86) 
The Pauli-Villars regularisation has immediately cancelled the quadratic 
part. In the limit oj —* 2 
-4ie^ 
(47r)'^  
/ dxx{l — x) In 
Jo 
{2p^8^^ - 2p^p^) 
'x{\ - x)p2 + M2 
>(l-a:)p2 + m2j ^^ -^ "^ ^ 
which agrees with (2.83). This impUes that one Pauli-VUlars subtraction 
is sufficient to cancel both quadratic and logarithmic divergences, and fuUy 
regularise Yln^ip). 
A similar treatment applied to the scalar boson self-energy gives 
• / • _ d ^ 
j {2TT)'^ ) 2 - ( ^ - F m ) ( K + | ^ + m) 
(2.88) 
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+ ufx-''dX^ (2.89) 
and clearly now one Pauli-Villars subtraction is not sufficient to ftdly regu-
larise (2.89). It is also interesting to note that the quadratic divergence does 
not now cancel in 2-dimensions (o; = 1). 
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Chapter 3 
Domain of Convergence 
3.1 The 't Hooft-Veltman Conjecture 
In ref. [7] 't Hooft and Veltman suggest that the domain of convergence of 
integrals in D dimensions may be extended by means of analytic continuation. 
Their argument starts with the integral (in the notation of [7]) 
I - fd^^ Pa'pt'---Pc' . g j^ 
J''P((j>+kty + mi)-^iip + k2y + mi)-^...{(p+k,y + mj)-' ^ • ^  
The integral will be convergent if 
Ai > - 1 , A2 > - 1 , . . . Ay > - 1 
« + Ai -h A2 -h . . . A_,- - 2{ai + a2... + a,)>0 (3.2) 
The identity 
- E ^ = l (3.3) 
can be inserted into (3.1) and partial integration performed to give 
j ^ f - A i - A2 - . •. Xj + 2{ai + a2... + ai)\^ _ 1 ^, 
\ K ) K 
(3.4) 
or 
I = ^ r^^^ ^I' (3.5) 
(/c 4- Ai -I- A2 - I - . . . Aj - 2{ai + 02... + a/)) ^ ^ 
where / ' is 
/' = j d^ppl^...pl' 
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2ai(ml + kl + p.ki) 
+ 
{{p + krY + m2)«i+i((p + k2y + m 2 ) « 2 . . . ( ( ; , kiY + m2)«' 
2a2{ml + kl +p.k2) 
+ 
{{p + k,y + mlY^iip + hy + ml)«^+i ...((p + k y + mf)-> 
2ai{mf + kf + p.k,) 
(3.6) 
iip + kiy+ m2)«i { {p + k2y + m 2 ) « 2 ...{{p + k,y + mfY'+\ 
The integral / ' converges if 
Ai > - 1 , A2 > - 1 , . . . Xj > - 1 
/€ -f- Ai -I- A2 -I- . . . Aj - 2(Q;I -I- Q;2 . . . -I- a,) > 1 (3.7) 
In [7] it is suggested that, because this is a larger domain than (3.2) the RHS 
of (3.5) is the explicit representation of the analytic continuation of / into 
this domain. Then by repeating the process of partial integration (and for 
sufficiently large A) an explicit representation can be obtained which is valid 
in an arbitrary large domain in the complex I?-plane. 
Consider the case Ai = A2 = . . . A,- = 0, Q;2 • • • = = 0 and A;i = 0. Then 
(p^ + mf )«i 
(3.8) 
This is identical to the integral (1.18), with ai = n, m\ = m^, K = 2uj and 
p = k (plus a factor (j^pzr)- The convergence condition for / (3.7) becomes 
and (3.5) becomes 
with 
/ = 
K - 2Q!I < 0 
- 1 
r = / d-^p 
(K - 2ai) 
2aim\ 
(p2 + )«i+i 
The convergence condition for I' is 
K - 2Q;I < 1 
Consider the integral (3.8) in the notation of (1.18) 
d^'^k 1 
(27r)2'^  ( F + m2)" 
_ r d^" 
~J 72^ 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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From (1.13) 
1 r°° 1 
(47r)-F(a;)yo (^ .^2 + ^2)n 
Integrating by parts 
1 f[ 1 (kr 
(47r)"F(a;) \[(A;2-l-m2)" u 
which imphes that 
(47r)'^r(a;) 
u (ifc2 + m2)"+i 
1 ( P ) -
(A;2 + m2)" u U UJ 
where 
I r d ( k ' ) ^ ^ 
{A7ryr{uj)Jo ^ Uk^ + m' 
2(u2\w-\ 
V 
(ifc2-Hm2)"+i 
and so 
{k-^r 
(a; - n ) {u - n) (47r)'^F(a;) [ ( F -|- m^Y u 
I is convergent if a; - n < 0 (3.9) and 
I' is convergent if a; — n < 1 (3.12), however 
1 {k') 
lim 
fc2—0 (A;2 4- m2)" cj 
1 {k'^Y 
(A;2-hm2)" a; 
Therefore the expression 
= 0 
lim 
OO 
( i^>0) 
(n - w > 0) 
7 = ^ 7 ' 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
u — n 
is only valid for n - a; > 0, and so cannot be used to extend the definition 
of 7 into the region n - u > - I . Note that it is the U V divergence that 
prevents this. To conclude, as in (1:21) 
d^ '-A; 1 . (m^)'^-" _ [ " 
~ J T2n) (27r)2^ (jfc2 + m2)» (47r)'-r(a;) 
strictly within the domain 
> 0 9?(n - w) > 0 
^{u,n-uj) (3.21) 
(3.22) 
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3.2 The Leibbrandt-Capper Analysis 
Leibbrandt and Capper [8, 9] also try to justify the use of the formula (3.21) 
outside the limits of (3.22), by appealing to the principle of analytic contin-
uation. They begin by stating the basic theorem; 
Let an analytic function gi (z) be defined in a region P j and let D2 be another 
region which has a certain subregion 1Z, but only this one, in common with 
P i . Then if a function g2{z) exists which is analytic in P2 and coincides with 
gi{z) in lZ, there can only be one such function. 
This theorem asserts that g2{z) is unique provided TZ is not the empty set, 
11 = 'P\r\T>2 0 {"R contains infinitely many points). It further impUes that 
the representations of gi{z) and ^2(2) are equal in the subregion 11. Outside 
TZ, the functions gi and 52 possess, of course, different representations. 
The Euler integral (B . l ) is, in the notation of [8] 
TE{Z)= r d t f - ^ - ' (3.23) 
Jo 
Mz>0 
Weierstrass' partial fraction expansion is (see (B.5) and (B.6)) 
Tw{z) = Y.i-'^)>K^ + ^)]''+ dtf-'e-' (3.24) 
r.=0 •'1 
which is analytic in the entire z-plane, except at the points 2 = 0, — 1, —2, 
Therefore, the representation Tw is an analytic continuation of TE, since its 
domain of analatycity clearly overlaps that of F^;. 
This does not, however, prove that the integral TE{Z) (3.23) is analytic for 
3? < 0, which it clearly is not. In this region the appropriate representation, 
or rather, representations, are those of the Cauchy-Saalshutz form (B.13) 
r „ = /"°°[e-* - X^( - t ) " ' /m! ] f -Mt (3.25) 
m=0 
- ( n + 1) < 3?2 < - n 
In a given region -(no + 1 ) < ^ 2 < -no, the Cauchy -Saalschutz integral 
Vna{z) is equal to T\y{z). r„(,(z) is therefore analytic in this region. The 
difference between Tn^iz) and TE{Z) in this region 
VE{Z) - r„„(z) = / [Y^{-trim}]f-'dt (3.26) 
m=0 
- ( n o + 1 ) < 3Jz < - n o 
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is clearly not an analytic function. So the integral TE{Z) is not analytic for 
any < 0. it is important to distinguish between the integral TE{Z) and 
the gamma-function r{z) in this region. 
In [8] it is proposed that integration leads, in the region where the integrals 
exist, to F-functions. The analytic continuation is then implemented by using 
for the F-functions the Weierstrass representation. 
The response to this is implicit in the statement itself; in regions where the 
integrals do not exist, they are not equal to F-functions, no matter what 
representation is used. 
This is discussed further in [8] in relation to massless integrals. The integral 
is evaluated in two ways. Firstly using parametrisation 
, = / ^ r e - - r f . = r ^ (3.28) 
(3.29) (47r)- [l-a;J„ 
which diverges at x = 0 for 1 - w < 0. This is equivalent to 
(P'^k 1 ^=/(I^F = ( S ) ^ r w r - ' J j (3.30) 
• ( * ' ) " - r (3.31) 
(47r)'^ F(a;) 
which diverges at A;^  = oo for — 1 > 0 
Secondly (3.27) is expressed as 
u - 1 
•~J (27r)2-F(it_p)2 i - ^ - ^ ^ i 
cP'^k 1 ' f d^'^k p.k 
~^ J (27r)2-A;2(A;-p)2 " J (2^)^ k^(k-py 
•^7 {27ry-k^{k-py ^^-^^^ 
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Evaluating the three integrals separately [8] finds 
I = ( 47r ) - {(p'r-'Til - [(1 - u)(3{u - 1,0; - 1) 
-2(1 - uj)(3{uj - 1,0;) -1- (1 - UJ)(3{LJ + 1)]} 
+ uj(i7T)-''{py-T{l-u)/3{uj,u;)\ (3.34) 
In deriving (3.34) it has been assumed that the Euler integral TE{Z) is valid 
for all z. Using (B.12) and the recurrence relation zr{z) = r{z + 1) (3.34) 
reduces to 
7 = 0 (3.35) 
Leibbrandt [8] notes that (3.35) may not be the case since each of the terms 
in the bracket { . . . } in (3.34) is analytic in the finite strip Vi : 1 < UCJ < 2, 
whereas the last expression involving F ( l — uj)P{u,u) is only defined in the 
domain Vi : 0 < < 1. Since the domains of definition P i and V2 do not 
overlap (Pi nPa = 0), Leibbrandt comments that cancellations between the 
analytic continuations of the corresponding fimctions in (3.34) may not be 
justified. 
Actually (3.34) is analytic for all u (except integer values) because the F -
function and /^-function are so defined. The argument of [8] above is entirely 
correct, however, when apphed to the integrals arising from (3.33). 
Leibbrandt attempts to justify (3.35) using a redefinition of integration in D 
dimensions. The original definition used in [8] is based on a generalisation 
of the Gaussian integral 
/ <f"k 1 exp{-xk^ + 2k.b) = -—r- exp(—) (3.36) ^2nyu,--y / (47rx)-^"^^x 
X > 0 
This reduces to the standard Gaussian formula for 2a; = 1 ,2 ,3 . . . but for 
complex ui, the RHS of (3.36) is taken as the definition of the integral on 
the L H S . This can be compared to the earlier definition based on spherical 
symmetry ( C . l ) 
/ d^'k 1 (m^)--" F (n - cv) ^^^^^^ (27r)2'- (fc2 + m2)" (in)" F(n) 
0 < 3 ? a ; < 5 f t n 
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For 6 = 0 (3.36) becomes 
exp(-xk'') = — V (3-38) 
(27r)2'^  ^ (4:7rx)'^ ^ ' 
X > 0 
The L H S of (3.38) is spherically symmetric, and so 
^ (3.41) 
(47r) 
3?a; >0 , 5ftx > 0 
which agrees with (3.38). Using translational invariance in (3.39) gives 
/ I f ^ ' ^ ( - ^ ( ^ = ( 5 ^ (3.42) 
which impHes 
/
/72wjL 1 
^ exp(-xfc^ + 2L6) = ^ exp(67:^) (3.43) 
3?a; > 0, 3fix > 0 
which agrees with (3.36). Hence the two definitions are equivalent. The 
Gaussian approach has the same difficulties. Consider 
Using an exponential parametrisation 
dc.exp(-c.(^^ + m2)) (3.45) 
m V 0 
Interchanging integrations, and using (3.38) 
/'= / dae-"'"' —— (3.46) 
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=^^' = - ( ^ ( ' ^ " r - ' n i - - ) (3.47) 
§f?(l -uj)>0 
exactly as in (1.25). Again / ' is only defined for 0 < 3?a; < 1, and not for 
1 < 3?a; < 2. 
Ref. [8] attempts to justify (3.35) using a redefinition of the generalised 
Gaussian integral. (3.36) is replaced by 
/ ( ^ exp[-xfc2 + 2b.k] = exp[^ - xf{u)] (3.48) 
X > 0 
where the function /(o;) is called the continuity function, and has the follow-
ing properties; 
1. f{u)) is a non-zero analytic function of the complex variable u. 
2. /(u;) = 0 for 2a; = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , ± 3 , . . . . 
3. /'(a;) = 0 for 2a; = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , ± 3 , . . . and / < k where k is finite; / 
denotes the number of ordinary derivatives with respect to uj. 
4. 3?[/(w)] > 0 for any 3?(2a;) = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , ± 3 , . . . 
This corresponds to (1.10) with ^(2a;) = exp[-x/(a;)]. Repeating the steps 
(3.44) to (3.46) using this definition leads to 
I' = 7 - V r cZaa-°e-«("''+-^('^)) (3.49) 
(47r)'^  70 ^ ^ 
which after rescaling (for real /(a;)) becomes 
^' = ( 4 ^ ^ " ^ ' + ^^""^^"'^ r ^^'(«')"'^""' (3-50) 
which is equal to 
^' = ( 4 ^ ^ " " ' m r - ' m - (3.51) 
for 5R(1 - w) > 0, (m2 -t- /(a;)) > 0 
just as in (3.47). / ' is again only well defined for 0 < 3?a; < 1, and not for 
1 < 3?a; < 2. The condition dt(f{u))) is not sufficient to allow the domain of 
analyticity to be extended. 
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3.3 The Bjorken-Drell Test 
In [10] ,there is a very simple and compelling theorem concerning the photon 
self-energy n^„(p). The Ward identity requires that 
p'^UM = 0 (3.52) 
After Wick rotating to EucHdean space n^j,(p) is given by (2.1). Contracting 
with pf^ 
p'^n.^p) = -ie'Tr 
f d^"k 1_ 
(27r)2- ''{Y + mf''(]i+^ + m)_ 
Using the identity ^ j(+m- fi-m and the cyclic property of the trace 
(3.53) 
p'^n.^ip) = -ie'Tv 
which impUes that 
2^ . [ / _d!rk 
J (2n 
(|$+K + m - K - m ) :7u 
(J^ + m) 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
If the integral in (3.55) were finite, translational invariance could be used 
in the second term (k k - p) to give n^„(p) = 0. With regularisation 
procedures such as momentvun cut-off, this is obviously not possible because 
the cut-off precludes translational invariance. In dimensional regularisation, 
translational invariance is generally preserved, implying that the ward iden-
tity can be satisfied. 
However, explicit calcvdation of llf,„{p), using dimensional regularisation, 
yielded for the case m = 0 ((2.27) and (2.46)) 
n^.(p) = 
-He' 
(47r)'^F(c^) 
,2\w-2 
+ (3.56) 
which impUes that 
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The unregularised quadratic'divergence present in n^„(p) prevents (3.52) 
from being satisfied. If (3.57) is true, then the unregxilarised (even in 2a; 
dimensions) divergences present in the integrals in (3.55) must forbid the use 
of translational invariance. 
In deriving (2.27), translational invariance was employed, after Feynman 
parametrisation, and before the pure quadratic divergences could be clearly 
identified. In the derivation of (2.46), which agrees with (2.27), the pure 
quadratic divergences were first separated out using only linearity. This 
would appear to support the use of translational invariance in the derivation 
of (2.27). 
The problem has arisen that using translational invariance to derive (3.57) 
leads to one result 
whereas using translational invariance in (3.55) gives another 
p^n,,{p) = 0 (3.59) 
Therefore the issue of translational invariance must be looked at more closely. 
Prom (C.4) it follows that 
It is tempting to assume that 
c?^  k k^ . 
( 2 ^ ( F T ^ = ° ^ -^^ ^^ 
for 0 < 3?a; < 3 ? ( n - l ) 
/ k^jik^) = 0 (3.61) (27r)2'^  
is true for all /(A;^). This is certainly the case if /(A;^) 0 svifiiciently quickly 
as fc^ —+ oo, but consider the simple example /(A;^) = 1. For 2a; = 4 
J (27r)2-*'' - y_oo (27r) 7 -00 (27r) Y-oo {2ir) J-^ {27rf'' ^"^'^^^ 
For e.g. fi = 1, the integral over ki is zero, whilst the integrals over k2,k3M 
diverge. Hence the 4-dimensional integral is not well-defined. In 2a; dimen-
sions, if it is assumed that 
/ (P'^k 
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then since this is finite, translational invariance must be permitted, implying 
that 
[ d^'^k , _ / • _ ^ ^ . , 
J ( 2 7 r ) 2 - ^ ' ^ - y 72^02^^^"+^"^ 
(3.64) 
and from (3.63) 
[ ^ ^ ( , f ^"k 
J {27Ty-^ J (27r)2-^'' 
(3.65) 
but this integral is spherically syiometric, so 
1 
(47r)'^F(u;) 
f d^'^k 
j r ° °d(P) (P) - i (3.66) 
which is divergent. Therefore (3.63) can not be true. Even if (3.63) does 
not hold (3.66) impUes that (3.64) is not true. It is therefore important to 
consider other integrals of the form 
/
r/2'^ A-
j ^ i f { K + p . ) - f i K ) ) (3.67) 
This is done in appendix D, where it is demonstrated that 
f d^'^k 1 
J (2;r)2-(A;-fp)4 ~ 
^"k kf,+p^ 
J (2^ ( 7r)2- (k+pY 
d^'^k 1 
J J2TT ( 7r)2- { k ^ p f 
- / _ 
~ y f27r 
d^'^k 1 
(27r)2" {ky 
k^ 
(27r)2'^ {ky 
(P^k 1 
and finally that 
d^^'^k kf,+p^ 
J (2^ ( 7r)2- (k + PY 
_ r d?'^k r k^ 
- J ( 2 ^ \ { k ) ' 
( r)2- {kY 
p^ 2p.kk^ 
2 (kY {ky 
(3.68) 
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
(3.71) 
To obtain these expressions, linearity is assumed at all times, and transla-
tional invariance is used only for integrals known to be weU-defined. It is 
also assumed at all times that 2u; = 4 - e ( l <^uj <2). 
Fdr m = 0 (3.55) becomes 
p'U.^ip) = -ie'Tv 
d^"k / k ^ _ (k^- i -p^) ' 
( 27r )2 - \k2 ( k - h p ) 2 ^ 
7 J ! 
J (27T 
(3.72) 
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and from (3.71) this is 
which imphes that 
This agrees with (3.57). 
The identity used in (3.54) has expressed the quadraticaUy divergent (3.53) as 
the difference between two cubic divergences (3.55). As shown by (3.71) this 
difference is a non-vanishing imregularised integral, even for 2a; ^ 4. There-
fore translational invariance fails for divergences that are cubic, or higher. 
No inconsistencies arise, though, if translational invariance is used in the 
quadratically divergent integrals, as shown by (3.70). This provides some 
justification for the use of translational invariance in the derivation of (2.27). 
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Chapter 4 
4.1 Dirac 7-matrices in D dimensions 
In D = 2u dimensions the 7 matrices satisfy the Clifford algebra 
{ 7 ^ 7 ' ' } = 2<5''''l (4.1) 
where 1 is the 20; dimensional unit matrix. The trace operation is defined 
such that 
Tr[l] = f(2a;) (4.2) 
In an even integer dimension, the standard representation of the 7'"s has 
dimension 2^^^, although for most calculations it is usually assumed that 
/(2a;) = 4. 
The trace operation is linear 
Tr[aA + bB] = aTr[A] -I- bTr[B] (4.3) 
and cyclic 
Tr[ABC] = Tr[BCA] (4.4) 
These properties define the trace of any linear combination of products of 
7's . For example, from cyclicity (4.4) 
Tr[7 ' '7 ' ' ] = Tr[7 ' '7 ' ' ] (4.5) 
then anticommutation (4.1) 
= T r [ - 7 ' ' 7 ' ' + 26'"'l] (4.6) 
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and linearity (4.3) 
= -TrfT^T"] + 26'"'Tr[l] 
=^ Tr[j''Y] = 6^"'TY[1] (4.7) 
Similarly 
T r [ 7 « 7 V 7 l = (^ "^ <5'"' - S'^^'S^'' + 6'"'«5 '^')Tr[l] (4.8) 
Now consider jDTr[7^] 
= -Tr[ri\.] + 2Tr[j^] 
= - T r [ 7 , 7 V ] + 2Tr[7^] (4.9) 
^{D~ l)Tr[7^] = 0 (4.10) 
So Tr[7-^ ] = 0 except at D = 1. For the trace of three 7 matrices the same 
treatment leads to 
(D-3)Tr[j^j>'Y] = 26^''Tr[Y] (4.11) 
so Tr[7^7''7''] = 0 except for D = 1,3. 
In 4 dimensions it is possible to define a fifth matrix 7^  by 
7^  = «7%i72^3 ^4_j2) 
or more formally 
7' = ^e^AM^T^TS^T" (4.13) 
where s^Xfiv is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Cevita tensor, with 
£0123 = +1 (4.14) 
With this definition of 7^ , it follows that 
{7',7''} = 0 (4.15) 
(7^ )^  = 1 (4.16) 
Tr[l]e,Xf.. = Tr[7'7K7A7,.7.] (4.17) 
These definitions of both 7^  and e^x^u are unique to 4 dimensions. This is 
why difficulties arise when trying to use these objects within the scheme of 
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dimensional regularisation. If it is assumed that 7 ^ and 7 ' ' anticommute for 
arbitrary £), 
{ 7 ' , 7 ' ' } = 0 (4.18) 
for all D 
then starting with Tr[7^] and using the properties (4.1) - (4.4) 
DTr[7^] = Tr[7^7 ' '7^] 
= • 'n:[7^7'7' ' : 
= - T r [ 7 ^ p 7 l 
= - £ > T r [ 7 ' ] (4.19) 
=^ DTr[j^] = 0 (4.20) 
So Tr[7^] = 0, except at £> = 0. In the first and last lines 
7,Y = \ { y „ l ' ' } = S';i = Dl (4.21) 
was used. In a similar fashion 
£ ) T r [ 7 ^ ' ' 7 l = T V [ 7 ^ ' ' 7 ' ' 7 ' 7 A ] 
= TV[7A7'7''7''7'] 
= - T r [ 7 ' 7 A 7 ' ' 7 ' ' 7 ' ] 
= - 2 6 $ : T r [ 7 ^ 7 S l + 26'^Ti[j^j''Y] - D T r [ 7 ' 7 ' ' 7 ' ' ] 
= - 2 T V [ 7 ^ { 7 ' ' , 7 ' ' } ] - h ( 4 - D ) T V [ 7 V 7 l (4.22) 
^ { 2 - D)TV[7^7'^7''] = 26'"'Tr[7^] (4.23) 
which implies that Tr[7^7'^7''] = 0, except at D = 0,2. For Tr[757''7-^7'^7''] 
the algorithm gives 
(8 - 2 £ ) ) T r [ 7 ^ 7 V 7 ' ' 7 l = 4.5"^Tr[7^7''7''] + 46''''Tr[7^7''7^] (4.24) 
^ T r [ 7 ^ 7 " 7 ^ 7 ' ' 7 ' ' ] = 0 (4.25) 
except at Z? ^  0,2,4 
Therefore a 7 ^ that anticommutes with all 7^ ^ is not possible outside D = 4. 
The usual way around this problem is to define 
7 ' = l^e,x,.7''7VY (4.26) 
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with 
= < 
1 if (KXHU) is an even permutation of (0123) 
- 1 if {nXfiu) is an odd permutation of (0123) (4-27) 
0 otherwise 
This definition is not Lorentz invariant on the full space, but only on the first 
four dimensions. The definition implies that 
{ 7 ^ 7 ' ' } = 0 if ^ = 0,1,2,3 
[ 7 ^ , 7 ' ' ] = 0 otherwise 
i^y = 1 
( 7 ^ ) ^ = 7 ' (4.28) 
and so 7 ^ does not anticommute with all 7**. 
Another possibiUty is to use (4.13), and take e„A^^ outside the expression to 
be generalised to non-integer D. However, then neither (4.15) nor (4.17) wiU 
hold. 
4.2 Definition of 75 
The definition that will be investigated here is to again take 
7 ' = ^ £ « A p . 7 " 7 S ' ' 7 ' ' (4.29) 
but with e«A/ii/ defined to be totally antisymmetric for all (KX/IU) and 
£/cA,ii/ = 1 for K < X< f K v (4.30) 
Now 7 ^ will, in general, not anticommute with all Y.- In = 4 dimensions 
the set of indices (KXfiu) must be the same as the set (1234), so p wiU be 
equal to one of them, and distinct from the other three. Therefore Y wiU 
be equal to one of the 7 matrices in (4.29)(and so commute with it) and 
will anticommute with the other three. So Y wiU anticommute with 7^ . In 
D / integer dimensions, the values of the indices (KXfiu) will no longer be 
restricted to 4 integers, and so Y will not anticommute with 7 ^ . 
Some properties of Y will remain unchanged. From (4.8) it follows that 
T r [ 7 l = ^ £ „ A ^ . T V [ 7 « 7 V 7 l 
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= ^e^x^A^'^S'^" - ^""^^^ + S^'S^^mi] (4.31) 
=^ Tr[7'] = 0 (4.32) 
using the antisymmetry of e^Xfi,,-
In the same way i.e. by successive reduction of the trace of 2n 7 matrices to 
traces of 2n — 2 7 matrices, it follows that 
^ TV[7S''7''] = 0 (4.33) 
and also that 
Tr[7^7''i7'^^7'^^7''*] = e/'i/'2M3/i4Tr[i] (4.34) 
Note that within this particular trace 7^ does anticommute with the other 
7's. This can be seen explicitly, since by virtue of (4.1) and (4.33), 7*** can 
be anticommuted to the right 
Tr[7^7^'7'"7'"7''1 = -Tr[7^7''^g*'^7''*7''i] (4.35) 
and as the trace is cyclic 
Tr[7^7''i7^^7W7''*] = -Tr[7''i7^7''^7''^7''*] (4.36) 
This does not mean that 7^ will anticommute within any other trace, as will 
now be demonstrated. The trace of 7^ with 6 7 matrices is rather more 
lengthy, and yields 
Tr[l] X 
^g.Ml /'2/'4/'5^/'3A«6 _ g.mM2/J4/'6^/l3M5 _^ ^1^11'2lib^^6 l^i 
_^liimii'H^5 ^ 1^21^6 _|. g./il/'3A«4A»6^ /i2/i5 _ ^1^11^3fii 1^6 ^ 1^21^4 
_j_ /^^ l/'4/i5/i6^A«2M3 _|, ^/'2/ i3/ i4/ i5^/i l^6 _ g./l2A<3f<4f»6 ^ /^ IPS 
_j_g.M2/'3/J5/J6^/ilA'4 _ ^ll2lHtiitiS ^ ti\li3 _j_ g.A'37J4M5/i6 A^'l A'2 J 
Using the same method as in (4.35), but with (4.34) instead of (4.33), it is 
apparent that 
— 2Tr[l] (^ 5''l^ '2£''3P4/'5P6 _ ^1^11^3 ^ 1^2 l^i lis f 6 
_|_g/'l/'4g/J2/J3/J6/J6 _ /^il/i5g.M2M3/'4/i6 _j_ ^/Jl/'6g/J2/i3A'4/i5^ (4.38) 
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Clearly now (7^)2 ^ 1, although from ( 4 .34 ) 
1 
Tr[7 7 ] — ^^£iiiH2fi3fi4^ T r [ l 
Tr[7'7'] = - D ( D - 1)(D - 2)(D - 3)Tr[l] 
4! 
It is also important to note that the identity 
(4 .39 ) 
(4 .40) 
(4 .41 ) 
is only true in 4 dimensions. It is only for Z) = 4 that the two sets of indices 
(a*IA^2A^3A«4) and {i>\U2UiUi) are both equal to the set ( 1 2 3 4 ) . For D ^ 
this is not true for the definition of e^Xfii/ given in ( 4 . 3 0 ) . Hence, in general 
(7^)' ^ 1 . 
4.3 Anomalies 
Consider the axial extension of the Q E D Lagrangian 
C = ^(iYd, - m)^ - eJ,A>' - e h.A^ - jF^.F"" - jFa^.F'"" ( 4 .42 ) 
where the vector and axial vector cxirrents are 
7^,7" 
The vector current is conserved 
a" = 0 
whereas for the axial current, the Dirac eqation gives 
a" Js^ = 2iTmp'y^7p 
(4 .43 ) 
(4 .44) 
(4 .45 ) 
(4 .46 ) 
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and, as expected, Js^ is conserved only when m = 0, i.e. when (4.42) is 
invariant under axial gauge transformations. The A B J anomaly arises in the 
triangle diagram. The ampUtude from this diagram 
and the crossed diagram with p g and fi <->• u is 
+ ip^q, fi^^) (4.47) 
In dimensional regtilarisation, 7^ wiU no longer anticommute with 7'"s. Con-
siderp^ri?. 
-7A7 
i 
7x7 -7t^  
Using the identity 
-7u 7X7 
^=(ji + m ) - i j i - f!+m) = (ji+ ](+m)-{Ji + m) 
in the first and third traces respectively, gives 
, e J 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
71/ -7A7 - T r 7i'l7—:7A7 
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+Tr 7A7 - T r -ixi 
(4.50) 
where the hneax and cydic properties of the trace operation have been used 
but 7^  has not been anticommuted. Now a translation of the third term 
k k -\-q shows that it cancels identically with the second term, whilst the 
translation k ^ k + q — p va. the last term implies that it cancels with the 
first. The result is that 
fT'^l = Q (4.51) 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
i/nn(3) _ ^ (4.52) 
in agreement with the Ward identities. In using the identity (4.49) the 
linearly divergent terms in (4.48) have been expressed as the diflFerence of 
quadratically divergent terms in (4.50). Even though these quadratic diver-
gences remain unregularised by dimensional regularisation, the differences 
between them are regular. Therefore, as was argued in chapter 2, transla-
tional invariance can legitimately be used. 
The remaining identity should imply that 
( / + q')T'il = 2mT,, 
where 
(P'-k 
^ flU = -le e I —-J 27T 
Tr 
(27r)2-" [K + m"^ '^ K-f^  + m' H i + m r 
However from (4.47) 
(i^k 
I (2^) 2ui 
Tr 
+ {p^q, n^v) (4.55) 
Using the identity 
(/+ i)!' = ^+m)7' - {ji- / + m)7' 
= - 7 ' ( ^ + ^ + m) - ^ + m)y' + 2mj' + {7^ ^ + ^} (4.56) 
1 1 
-7u 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
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+ie^e 
' J (27r)2^  \ 
1 
r 
Using translational invariance 
1 
-{7^ K+ j^}- 1 7./ 
(4.57) 
7.. -Tr J — { / , 7 . } ^ K + m 
1 
{7^7.} 
+ ^ 9, /X ^  I/)} 
Using the definition of 7^  given in section 4.2 for 2a; = Z) 7^  4 
1 
:{7^ K+ ^} 7^  
it follows that 
7' = ^e«A..7''7'7''7'' 
Tr[7'7p] = 0 
1t[7'7,.7;.] = 0 
1V[7'7m7.7,] = 0 
M7',7^}7.7,7<t] = 0 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
except for 20; = 5 
(4.61) 
(4.62) 
except for 2a; = 5,7 
(4.63) 
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Therefore the middle two terms in (4.58) vanish identically, leaving 
( / + q^)Ti% = 2mT,, + A ABJ (4.64) 
where 
J f27r 
{7^ K+ i } 
(4.65) 
( r)2'^  
Tr (K-m)^, (K-l^-m) ^{7^ K+ iV [ (k2 + m2) ((k - p)2 + m2) ' ^ + ^ > ((k + q)2 + m )^ 
+ {p^q, // ^ I/) 
and again from (4.60) to (4.63), A^^^^^ reduces to 
(4.66) 
• 2 ' / ^ -fc TV[K7.(K-F^){7^K+^}(K+^)7.] 
(27r)2- (k2 + m2)((k - p)2 + m2)((k + q)2 + m2) 
Using (4.38) for the 7 matrix trace 
(4.67) 
/ (f^k {k + qY^ (k + q)"' k"* (k -(27r)2^  (jfc2 -f m2)((fc - pf + m?){{k + qf + m?) 
+ {p^q, n^v) 
Using Feynman parametrisation, the integral becomes 
(A: + g)^ (^fc + g)^^fc^^(fc-p)^° 
[{k'y + m2 + g2a;2 - p2{xi - X2) - (qxi - p{xi - X2)yY 
(4.68) 
(4.69) 
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with k = k' — qx2 -\-p{x\ — x^). The whole expression simplifies to 
A^^^ = 2ie2e'4Tr[l] {l - ^ cf^^i^^e"'''^^' 
where 
= + q^X2 - p^{xi - X2) - {qx2 - p{xi - 2^))^  (4.71) 
and the inital factor of 2 comes from the crossed term. Integrating over k' 
gives 
A^^^ = 2ze2e'4Tr[l] (l - ^) ^f*•p^'e^''l^,^ns 
for 0 < < 2 
K^' = -ie^e'4Tr[l]r(3 - 0^)-^^"'?''^'''''"'' 
X C dxi r dx2{a''Y-'' (4.73) 
^ A^^^ = _ie2e'^ 5^ 5''4p/.6£.M4/< .^6 + 0(2 - UJ) (4.74) 
In 2a; = 4 dimensions it follows that 
r • 2 ' 
27r2 
+ <l^)Tfl = 2mr^, - ie-'e ^e>^'""'q'>p'' (4.75) 
which is the standard ABJ anomaly. 
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Chapter 5 
General Gauge Theory 
5.1 Full Quadratic Term 
Consider the Lagrangian 
where 
+ ^V (^G<')'^ -0> -^ - ^A<.6,,<^>Vy (5.1) 
= - ^'^K - ar'^^Al (5.2) 
{D,cj>y = + ig{Q^y'A^^' (5.3) 
{D,0 = + igiT^yUii^^ (5.4) 
The scalar fields are taken to be real, and the spinor fields Majorana. The 
representation matrices T"^ and Q"^ obey the Lie algebra of the gauge group; 
[T^,^^] = ^7^^^^^ (5.5) 
The corresponding 1-loop 2-point functions are shown in figs. (5.1), (5.2) 
and (5.3). In general both the scalar boson self-energy, and the gauge boson 
self-energy contain quadratic divergences. Using the usual Feynman rules, 
and the same techniques as in chapter 2, or simply by setting masses and 
external momenta to zero, the pure quadratic parts can be identified. 
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Figure 5.1: Scalar 2-point graphs 
/vwuw 
Figure 5.2: Gauge boson 2-point graphs 
Figure 5.3: Fermion 2-point graphs 
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To begin with, consider the scalar self-energy. The fermion loop contribution 
is 
(jP"k 
(2^) 
The pure quadratic part is 
The scalar loop contribution is 
d2'^ k 1 
(27r)2'^  k2 
k^ + ml 
The quadratic part is 
iKbcd^cd j 
cP^k 1 
(27r)2'^  A;2 
The gauge boson loop gives 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
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with quadratic part (the whole expression) 
and also 
^9 
(P^k 1 
(27r)2'^  A;2 
(5.12) 
± ( I (I c\K^A ^ 
(27r)2-A;2 \^  '^^ ^ ^ F ] {k+pY 
X {-ig){k'^+2p'^)ie'^r%-i9)ik'^ + 2pnieT 
(i^k 
(5.13) 
(27r)2'-P(jfc-h;)) 
The quadratic part is 
k^ 
/
n (f^k 1 
(27r)2'- jfc2 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
Combining (5.8), (5.10), (5.12), and (5.15), the coefiicient of the pure 
quadratic divergence is 
- jeTV[l](G^)"i(G'')j' + iA^ bcc + IZ\2LJ - l)(0'=e'^ )''^  (5.16) 
Turning now to the gauge boson self-energy, the fermion loop contribution is 
{2n) 
1 1 
^"J^ + m^^'J^-hi^-f-m^ 
(5.17) 
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The quadratic part is 
- l W T ^ l I . | 1 1 6 , „ ( i - l ) / | ^ ; l (5.18) 
(There is a sjonmetry factor of | because the fermion is Majorana.) 
There are two contributing scalar loops. The first is 
/ 
t \ t I 
\ • \ / \ / 
The quadratic part is 
/
j 2 a i K 1 
The second diagram is 
» I 
\ / 
^-±-^(-i,(eY)(2K+V.) (5.21) 
- iio^iire^e"! / "^^^ (2k,+p„)(2k,+p„) 
The quadratic part is 
. y i v i e - e ^ i v i / ( g | ^ (5.23) 
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The complete scalar quadratic part is (5.20) plus (5.23) 
In a general covariant gauge the ghost loop is 
(5.24) 
W\Art/\MA/W 
_ . 2 f f f ^""k {K+Pn)K 
- t g hdaJdcb] 2^;r)2- {k+pfk'^ 
The quadratic part is 
cP^k 1 
(27r)2- F 
There are two gauge boson loop diagrams. The first is 
1. f (f-k is^r k,k, 
'>^{-ig^)[fccafebd{^\u^,ip - ^fiu^Xp) 
+ febafecdi^i^X^ttp " ^fiX^up) 
fecbfeadi^XfiKp " ^i/ / .^Ap). 
The quadratic part is 
- i g ' f . M . ((20. - 1) - (1 - 0 ( i - )^) / (5.29) 
(27r)2- fc2 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
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The final diagram to consider is 
1 f (P"k 
= J J^:^9fadc[-{2k^ +P^)SpX + {kx - PXKP + {2pp + ^ p ) ^ ^ ^ ] 
-5^" + {1-0 
(k^+p'){k^+£y 
{k+py 
X gfbcd[{ka + 2p^)6^n + (kn - P^)^<rv - {2k^ +PU)^KA 
The quadratic part is contained in 
cf2^fc 
(5.30) 
_1 . 2 . f f ^""k 1 
Jadchcdj (27r)2- jfc2(jfc+p)2 
4A;^ A;^ (2a; + 6^^2k^ - 2k^k^ 
+ {l-0^i-^,.^k' + kXk.) 
+ ( 1 - 0 ; 
1 
{k+pf 
The quadratic part is therefore 
(5.31) 
^ig^ facdfbcd^, 
(f^k 1 
{2Tr)^ k^ 
(5.32) 
Combining (5.27), (5.29) and (5.32), the gauge boson loop contribution is 
ig'^ facdhcdS^u 3 - ^ -h (1 - 0 ( -1 + 
- ( 2 . - l ) + ( l - 0 ( l - i ) - ^ ] / ^ 
20;/ 
di^'^k 1 
(27r)2« F 
^•^k 1 r 3 1 1 / d   
= 1' - ^ - (2" - 1) - / (2^)5=F 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
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= ig^facdfbcd^, 
4 1 
4 - 2w - — 
2LO. 
= ig^facdfbcdS^^a ( l - 1) (1 - a;) I — 
(f'^k 1 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(27r)2- A;2 
The coefficient of the whole thing, combining the quadratic parts of gauge, 
fermion and scalar sectors is 
ig'^facdfbcd^tiu'^ [l ~ ~ ) (1 ~ ^) 
- ^•p26^^Tr[0*0•'] ( l - ^ 
- i /6 , . iTr [ l ]TV[T^T^] Q- - l ) (5.37) 
= ig\ V to J 
-2{uj - l)faodhcd - Tr[0^0^] + jTr[l]Tr[T^T''] 
Taking Tr[l] = 4 and 2a; = 4, this becomes 
(5.38) 
= ig'^^b,, [-2Ucdhcd - IV[0''0^] + 2TV[T^T'']] (5.39) 
For the regularised self-energy to satisfy the Ward identity, the quadratic 
divergences must cancel, i.e. (5.39) must equal zero. This is rather difficiilt 
to achieve, since the only way to vary (5.39) is by choice of representation. 
It is much more restrictive than the corresponding scalar condition (5.16) 
which contains 3 distinct dimensionless couplings. 
The o^y obvious solution to(5.39), and the most natural is supersymmetry. 
In a supersymmetric gauge theory, not only does (5.39) vanish, but (5.16) 
also. 
5.2 Two-Loop Example 
Consider the two-loop diagram 
. J . 
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1. r d"^ki . r d"^ki 1 1 1 
6 ' y (27r)2-' y (27r)2- kf kj (k^ +k2+pf ^^'^^^ 
taking the scalax mass to be zero. Carrying out the k2 integration using 
Feynman parametrisation leads to 
1 < 3?a; < 2 
Feynman parametrising the ki integral impHes that 
^ = ^77^^(2 - -Ucv- 1)(2 - u) ^ 6(47r)-^^" "'^(47r)-r(u;) 
The integral over ki diverges quadraticaUy. It is not possible to use the simple 
identites of section 2.2 to identify the pure quadratic divergence, because the 
exponent of the denominator is non-integer, but the identification can be 
made using the formula for the beta fimction worked out in appendix B. 
For 1 < 9?a; < 2 (B.26) imphes that 
5(3-2.,c.) = f (5.43) 
which impHes that 
/J(3 - 2 . , . ) = a - - f (^Jg^ - ( t ' ) - ' ) (5.44) 
and so 
^=^777^; :^(3-^) /? (c . - l ,u ; - l ) - ^ 6(47r)-'^^ -^^v- ^^(47r)-r(a;) 
J^' dxx^"^ ^{p^x{l - x)Y-^-^P{Z - 2u,uj) + dtitf^-^^ (5.45) 
[{p-'f^-'^iuj - 1,2a; - 2)/?(3 - 2a;,a;) + ^ | " d{k''){ky'^-'^ (5.46) 
1 < 5|?a; < 2 
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5.3 Dimensional Reduction 
In section (5.1) it was shown that the condition for the cancellation of 
quadratic divergences in the gauge boson self-energy is 
i g H , , { l - ^ ) [-2(a; - \)faodhcd - 'IV[0^0''] + ^IV[l]Tr[T^T^]] = 0 
(5.47) 
where a sum over representations is assumed. 
Even with an appropriate choice of representations, the cancellation is only 
exact for 2a; = £> = 4 (barring a particularly contrived choice of Tr[l]). 
Therefore dimensional regularisation is still not 'manifestly' gauge invariant 
in 2a; dimensions, although if an exact cancellation were to be obtained for 
D = 4, the model would be expected to be well behaved, and free of quadratic 
divergences when other types of regularisation scheme were used. 
It has been estabhshed that dimensional regularisation does not manifestly 
preserve supersymmetry, and to solve this problem, a modification was pro-
posed by Siegel [12]. In the modified scheme, known as dimensional reduc-
tion, the spacetime dimension D = 2uj is non-integer, whilst the dimension 
of all fields is fixed at D =4. SymboHcally 
D' = D@{D' - D) (5.48) 
4-dimensional space is decomposed into a sum of D- and (4 —£>)- dimensional 
subspaces, and in the (4 - D) = e dimensional subspace all derivatives are 
required to vanish. 
Consider the pure gauge Lagrangian, including gauge-fixing and ghost terms 
£ = - - ^{d^A'^^'f + rf^d^D^'^S'' (5.49) 4 2^  
where 
F% = d,Al - d^Al -h gr^'^A^Al (5.50) 
Df = d,6^'-gr''^Al (5.51) 
In dimensional reduction the range of the index n of A^ is spUt into 0 < i < D 
and D < a < i [13], leading to 
(£^)^ = (r'^)^ + (c^'y (5.52) 
where 
( £ G ) ^ = _^F^jF'^" - ^(diA^^Y + n^^diD'^^y (5.53) 
4 24 
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(£^)^ = -\{diAlf - gr^A\Ald'A'''^ 
-\gT^T'^'A\AlA''^A''' 
- -^g^r^T^'A^Al'^"^^^'" (5.54) 
The £)-dimensional part {C^)^ is the same as in dimensional regtdarisation. 
The e scalars A^ couple to the gauge fields A" as though they were scalar 
bosons in the adjoint representation. The gauge transformations are 
8A1 = diK''+gr"'A\h' (5.55) 
• 6Al=^gr'''AiK'' (5.56) 
The fermionic lagrangian 
2 
becomes (£^)^ + {C^Y where 
{Cy = \imD,4>r (5.57) 
The scalar lagrangian 
(£ )^^  = ^ r7 ' (AV' ) " (5.58) 
= ligriT^tl^Aii^' (5.59) 
{C'f = \{D,cl>r\D>^<i>y (5.60) 
becomes (£^)^ -|- {C^ where 
{C')^ = \{Dict>r\D'cl>y (5.61) 
In deriving the terms of the e-scalar lagrangian it has only been assumed 
that a sum over 4-dunensional indices could be separated into a sum over D 
and e dimensional indices, i.e. 
A^B>' = -H A^B" (5.63) 
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It must also be assumed in the gamma matrix algebra that 
{7<r,7i} = 0 (5.64) 
In the original formulation [12] it was also assvmied that the D and e dimen-
sional vectors could be projected out of the 4 dimensional ones. 
In 4 dimensions 
In D dimensions 
In € dimensions 
(5.65) 
(5.66) 
(5.67) 
If 6^ 1, is regarded as an orthogonal projection operator from 4 dimensional 
space onto its D dimensional subspace, then 
whilst 
(5.68) 
(5.69) 
projects to e dimensions. 
In fact, as has been shown [14], these projections can not be carried out 
consistently. Siegel first showed that (5.68) is inconsistent when appUed to 
the 4 dimensional identity 
^fil /*2/J3 f4 "21'af 4 
Projecting to D dimensions gives 
• 'Ml"! 
6 
'JpHVi 
(5.70) 
(5.71) 
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Prom (5.71) 
I t follows that 
^aicd^aicJ = iD-3){D-2)iD-l)D 
'^'d^ = (^-D)(2-D)(3-D)(i-D) 
0 = a^SaJ^ /^i^ a^SaJ^ /^^ A = " 4 ) ( ^ " ^YiD - 2)\D - l^D 
(5.72) 
(S.73) 
(5.74) 
(5.75) 
=^ D = 0,1,2,3,4: (5.76) 
which is Siegel's result. I t can'be seen that (5.71) is incompatible with the 
defiinition of Sabcd given in chapter 4. 
Another proof of the inconsistency is due to Avdeev and Vladimirov [15 . 
They note that in 4 dimensions 
= 0 (5.77) 
but using (5.68) 
^filial • • • ^li^Vi — • • • (5.78) 
= D{D-l){D-2){D-Z){D-4) (5.79) 
which again yields (5.76). This proof shows that the inconsistency is due to 
the projection itself, and not to the problems of defining Sabcd in dimensions 
other than 4. This lends support to the view taken in chapter 4 that Sahcd 
can be defined consistently in non-integer dimensions. 
The e scalar terms in the Lagrangian were worked out using only (5.63) and 
without using as a projection operator. Any calculation carried out using 
dimensional reduction wil l be consistent as long as the projection 
(5.80) 
is not required. 
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5.4 e Scalar Contributions 
With dimensional reduction, there wil l be an additional contribution to the 
gauge boson self-energy arising from the e scalar loops. 
S 
= 2 V -(2^'9X.{facefue + fbee fade) 6.,., ' g (5-81) 
/
cP"k 1 
f % 
1 /• (P'^k 
- facdftcae J — ifc2(;fc+^)2 . (5-84) 
The quadratic part is 
1 f cP^k 1 
= i / / a c . / 6 c . 6 < 5 , . - y ^ - (5.85) 
Combining (5.82) and (5.85) gives a contribution to the coefficient of the 
pure quadratic divergence of 
= igX^facdhcd ( l - ^ ) (-e) (5.86) 
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When added to (5.38) the total coefficient becomes 
= igH,, {l - [-2/„,d/fc,d - Tr[0^0^] + ^'Lr[lD]Tr[T^T'']] (5.87) 
As long as i t is assumed that inside the trace 
l i j = 1, = I 4 (5.88) 
* 
then (5.87) can exactly vanish, even for ^ 4, with appropriate choices of 
representations. 
The additional contribution to the scalar self-energy is from 
K I 
= ? / ^<--'s")((^'^T + (e-'e')'")*'... '-^^ (5-89) 
= 'Me'eTj£l,^ (5.90) cP'^k 1 (27r)2" k^ 
Adding this to (5.14) gives the total coefficient of the quadratic divergence 
in the scalar self-energy, which now becomes 
- ieTV[lD](G«)'ji(G'>)j' + iA b^cc + 3ig2(0<^0<=)''- (5.91) 
Again this is now independent of e. 
As was mentioned in section 2.2, i f the standard integral representation of 
the /3- function P{x,y) is assumed throughout for aU values of x and y, then 
the 'pure' quadratic^ divergences are ignored, or effectively set to zero, i.e. 
/ i2-j t( jfc2)-i = 0 . 
However, a function that diverges quadratically in 4 dimensions will also 
have a pole at D = 4 — 2/L for an Z^loop diagram. Veltman [16] used this 
connection to identify one-loop quadratic divergences by considering D = 2 
poles, and effectively suggested that dimensional reduction should be used for 
this identification. More recently, this idea has been investigated extensively 
by Jack, Jones and Al-Sarhi [17, 18, 19]. 
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Veltman showed that imposing a cancellation of the quadratic divergences in 
the self-energy of the standard model Higgs boson leads to a relation between 
Higgs, top and Z-boson masses. In [17], though, i t was demonstrated that 
the corresponding two-loop condition is not compatible with the Veltman 
condition. In fact, the much more general result was obtained that i f the one-
loop condition in a general renormalisable gauge theory is renormalisation 
scale invariant, then the two-loop condition follows automatically provided 
one further condition is met. I t was pointed out in [19] that this condition 
could be obtained by cancelling the quadratic divergences in the e-scalar 
self-energy. This condition also corresponds to the vanishing of (5.87), the 
quadratic divergence in the gauge boson self-energy. 
The cancellation of quadratic divergences in the scalar self-energy can also 
be called a 'naturalness' condition. The concept of naturalness is related to 
the heirarchy problem in grand imified theories. In such models, the need to 
maintain two vastly different scales of symmetry breaking, the electroweak 
scale and the grand unification scale, requires extreme fine tuning of the 
model parameters, which must be adjusted at each successive order of per-
turbation theory. 
In supersymmetric theories, quadratic divergences are completely absent (or 
at any rate, completely cancel) and although an initial fine tuning of vacuum 
expectation values is required in supersymmetric grand unified theories, no 
further adjustment is necessary. 
By reformulating dimensional regularisation another difficulty has been iden-
tified here. Quadratic divergences appear in the gauge boson self-energy, as 
well as in the scalar self-energy. Consequently the regularised gauge boson 
self-energy does not satisfy the Ward identity (3.52), and manifest gauge 
invariance is lost. 
If manifest gauge invariance is not obtained, in general, with dimensional 
regtdarisation (and PauU-ViUars regularisation is difficult to extend to non-
abehan theories) the question arises as to whether i t is possible with any 
regulator. This is not an anomaly as discussed in section 4.3, since the Ward 
identity can stiU be imposed on the renormalised function, but i t does appear 
to indicate a shortcoming in the current formulation of (non-supersymmetric) 
gauge theories. 
It would seem that manifest gauge invariance requires supersymmetry. 
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Chapter 6 
Unified Gauge Theories 
6.1 The Standard Model Couplings at Mz 
The couplings corresponding to the gauge group of the Standard Model, 
5^7(3) X SU(2)i X U{1)Y are usually denoted by g^, g and g'. The symmetry 
SU{2)L X U{1)Y is spontaneously broken to C/(1)Q; effectively at the scale 
of the Z°, Mz- The residual symmetry, the Uttle group C/(1)Q, is the gauge 
group of QED, with associated coupling e. The couphngs g and g are related 
to e by the electroweak mixing angle sin^ 9. There are different definitions of 
sin^ 6 corresponding to different possible renormalisation schemes. With the 
couphngs defined in the MS scheme 
2 2 
Another possible definition, denoted by sin^ dw, is given in terms of the W 
and Z masses 
sinH^ = l - ^ . (6.2) 
This corresponds to the 'on-mass-shell' scheme. At lowest order Mw — \vg', 
Mz = \vy g'^ -\- g"^ where v is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs, 
and so sin Ow = sin^ dy[§: However, this is no longer the case if higher order 
effects are included. 
The parameter sin^ 9w can also be determined using the Sirhn relation [20] 
sin' Ow = -r^ ^ , (6.3) 
^ ^ G ^ M 2 . ( l - A r ) ' ^ ^ 
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where a is the Thompson charge, a = e^(me)/47r which has the value 
a = 1/137.0359895(61), (6.4) 
Gp is the Fermi constant, given by 
GF = 1.166389(22) x IQ-^GeV'^, (6.5) 
and A r is a radiative correction term, which contains all the higher order 
effects. A r can be calculated in terms of the two unknowns Mtop and MH, the 
top mass and the Higgs mass, assuming no dependence on any non-Standard 
Model particles. Using a value of sin^ 9w determined from measurements of 
Mw and Mz, this can then be used to constrain Mtop (the dependence on 
Mff is weak). 
There is a similar expression for sin^ ^ j;ig defined at the scale Mz [21], namely 
but now also 
sin^ fe(M.) cos^  fe(M.) = (6.7) 
with A r ^ Arw In addition 
a 
Afw and A f also depend on Mtop and Mjj and can be related to Ar . Simi-
larly, sin^ 9^ can be determined from sin^ 9w 
The value of sin^ 9w has been measured in deep inelastic neutrino scattering. 
Prom the CDHS and CHARM collaborations, [22] 
sin^ 9w = 0.2300 ± 0.0064, (6.9) 
and from measurements of the ratio Mw/Mz at the U A l , UA2 and CDF 
detectors, [23] 
sin^ 9w = 0.2275 ± 0.0052. (6.10) 
Combining these two values gives 
sin^ 9w = 0.2285 ± 0.0040. (6.11) 
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MH = 51 GeV MH = 1000 GeV average 
sin^^j;js(Mz) 0.2326 ± 0.0008 0.2334 ± 0.0010 0.2331 ± 0.0013 
Ar^^ X 10-*-^  6.82 ± 0.16 7.15 ± 0.09 6.96 ± 0.29 
Mtop GeV 112 ± 35 144 ± 32 127 ± 50 
Table 6.1: Values of sin' ^MS(^2)> ^^W X 10"' and Mtop for MH = 51 Gev, 
1000 GeV and the average of the two. 
This value can be used, along with the tables in ref.[21], to determine a value 
for sin'^j;js(-^^) corresponding values of Afw and Mtop for different 
values of MH-
The results for MH = 51 GeV and MH = 1000 GeV are shown in Table (6.1). 
This represents the largest possible range of MH- Prom direct observation 
MH > 51 GeV and conservatively the upper limit can be taken to be MH < 
1000 GeV. Also shown in the table are the averages of the two sets. The 
average value of sin' dusi^z) is 
sin' e^{Mz) = 0.2331 ± 0.0013. (6.12) 
Prom the corresponding value of Arw = (6.96 ± 0.29) x 10~', and eqn.(14) 
127.5 ± 0 . 4 
(6.13) 
Por the strong coupling ( = ^'/47r) the average of the results obtained by 
the four LEP experiments, as reported by Hebbeker is used[24]: 
Q;,(M^) = 0.120 ± 0 . 0 0 7 . 
Generally a = ^'/47r, but for the coupling of U(1)Y 
5 5 
^^ = " ^ = 3 4 ^ 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
where the factor of 5/3 is to standardise the normalisation of the U{1)Y 
generator to be the same as that of the other generators (i.e. we rescale g). 
This is necessary if the standard model gauge group is to be embedded in a 
larger ^oup. So with 
a2 = = 5^/47r 
a3 = as= olI^T^ (6.16) 
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i t follows that 
ai{Mz) = 0.017045 ± 0.000036 
aziMz) = 0.03365 ± 0.00022 
aziMz) = 0.120 ±0.007. 
(6.17) 
Wi th the couphngs at Mz determined to this degree of accuracy, the cou-
plings can be evolved to large scales to see if they are consistent with the 
unified gauge models. 
6.2 Threshold Effects in SU(5) 
In Recent years there has been renewed interest in experimental tests of 
Grand Unified Theories (GUT's), stemming from the more accurate deter-
minations of the Standard Model couplings that have been achieved at LEP 
and elsewhere. Speculation has centred on the SU(5) model of Georgi and 
Glashow [25, 26]. Amaldi et al. [27] (see also refs.[28, 29]) have shown that 
the minimal SU(5) model is inconsistent with the values of the couphngs 
measured at Mz, ai{Mz), but that if supersymmetry is introduced at an in-
termediate scale, then supersymmetric SU(5) is consistent and also satisfies 
the lower bound on the proton lifetime. 
In a unified model, the symmetry of the grand unifying group is broken at 
some scale Mx- Above this scale there is a single couphng, below i t the dif-
ferent couplings evolve separately. So the theory predicts that the couplings, 
if evolved up from Mz shovdd meet at a single point. Amaldi et al. showed 
that this does not happen in minimal SU(5) but that if supersymmetry is 
included above MSUSY ^ 1 TeV then there is a single unification point. 
This is consistent with theoretical expectations of the SUSY breaking scale. 
Supersymmetric Grand Unified Theories (if softly broken) can be made al-
most entirely free of fine tuning problems. This is related to the cancellation 
of quadratic divergences which occurs in these models. This property only 
holds as long as w aM^ugy and so MSUSY ~ 1 TeV, in agreement with 
the value suggested by the data. 
The running of the couplings, i.e. their variation with respect to the renor-
malisation scale, is determined by their /^-functions. Up to second order, 
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This has the approximate solution 
1 _^bi_^ 
ai{n) ai{fi>) 27T (6.19) 
The coefficients 6,, 6,j can be calculated perturbatively in a given renor-
malisation scheme. The MS scheme wiU be assumed throughout. Por the 
Standard Model, the coefficients are [30] 
bi = 
\ / 4/3 \ 
+ Nf„m 4/3 
V 4 / 3 / 
0 0 \ 
-136/3 0 +iV^„„ 
0 -102 / 
/ 9/50 9/10 0 \ 
+NHiggs 3/10 13/6 0 . 
V 0 0 0 / 
/ 1/10 \ 
+ Nnigg, 1/6 (6.20) 
V 0 ; 
19/15 3/5 44/15 \ 
1/5 49/3 4 (6.21) 
11/30 3/2 76/3 / 
The first order solution to the renormalisation group equation is 
1 ^bj^ 
Qf.(^') 27r 
(6.22) 
Using this equation with Nfam = 3 and NHiggs = 1, Amaldi et al [27] foimd 
that aa misses the meeting point of ai and a2 by more than 7 standard 
deviations. A value of a3{Mz) = 0.07 is required to force a single meeting 
point. 
As i t stands, there can only be limited confidence in a first order result. This 
uncertainty can easily be removed by carrying out a second order analysis. 
However, a fu l l two-loop treatment should include threshold effects aroimd 
the unification scale, where the superheavy particles may have a significant 
effect. In the MS renormahsation scheme this is achieved by 'matching func-
tions' that relate the three effective couphngs Q'j(^) to the unified couphng 
acifJ') at any scale close to the unification scale. To estimate these effects ai 
and Qr2 are used to define the GUT, and then the imphed values of Mx and 
<y3(Mz) computed. 
In the minimal SU(5) model there are 5' — 1 = 24 gauge bosons. Of these, 
12 correspond to the gauge bosons of the standard model. The remaining 
12 are the superheavy X and Y vector bosons responsible for proton decay. 
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There is one fundamental representation (5 dimensional) scalar H, and one 
adjoint representation (24 dimensional) scalar Of the 24 components of 
12 are 'eaten' by the X and Y gauge bosons to give them their mciss Mx-
The remaining 12 divide into an SU(3) octet an SU(2) triplet $3 and a 
singlet $0- The masses of and $3 are automatically constrained so that 
< = (6.23) 
The H field sphts into a colour triplet H3 that becomes superheavy, and a 
doublet H2 that becomes the usual Higgs of the Standard Model. 
Including the effects of these particles, the approximate second order solution 
to the renormalisation group equation is [31, 32] 
- A ^ = _ L _ + | i In ( ^ ] ln(.Y,) - 47rA,(M;,), (6.24) 
where 
Xj = l + ^bja)^\M^^^) In ( ^ ] . (6.25) 
Xj approximates (Xo{Mx)/ajifi) {^0^ and M ^ ^ are the first order values). 
The A,(Mx) are the matching functions. For the SU(5) model with the 
minimal scalar content discussed above, they are given in the MS scheme by 
A.(M:,) = j i j f | l n ( ^ ) + l ) (6.27) 
^^(Mx) = ^ [ i l n { ' - ^ ) + i n r ^ ) + l ) . (6.28) 
Here MH is the mass of the triplet H3, and Ms is the mass of the triplet $3 . 
In eqn.(6.28) | M s is the mass of the octet $8 (see eqn.(6.23)). 
The matching functions evaluated at Mx, A,(Mx) only depend on the ratios 
MH/MX and Ms/Mx and not explicitly on Mx- Therefore, these have been 
taken as input parameters, varying in the range 10~^ — 10 ,^ and then the 
difference l/ai — l/a2 used to calculate Mx (2"'^  order) in terms of these 
mass ratios. MH,S would not be expected to be very different from Mx, so 
10~^ - 10^ is 'reasonable' - anything much outside this range would be hard 
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MH/MX Ms/Mx Mx xl0^3 asiMz) 
LO LO 0.7 ± 0.2 0.069 ± 0.002 
1 1 0.7 ± 0.2 0.072 ± 0.002 
103 103 0.6 ± 0.2 0.073 ± 0.002 
103 10-3 1.1 ± 0.3 0.073 ± 0.002 
10-3 103 0.5 ± 0.2 0.070 ± 0.002 
10-3 10-3 1.0 ± 0.3 0.070 ± 0.002 
Table 6.2: predicted values of Mx and a3{Mz) 
to motivate or understand. Only the case Nfam — 3, NHiggs = 1 is considered 
i.e. three generations of fermions and one Higgs doublet . 
The results obtained at the corners of the parameter space for the scale 
M x and for a3{Mz) are shown in Table (6.2). The value of a3(Mz) is 
strongly correlated to MH/MX whereas Mx depends mainly on Ms/Mx-
The most favourable case is MH/MX = 103, MS/MX = 10'^. Even this 
does not predict a value of a3{Mz) that comes near to the measured value 
of 0.120 ± 0.007. This is illustrated in fig.(6.1), where the measured a3{Mz) 
and its evolution are indicated. The proton lifetime Tp depends on (M^)^ . 
Por this case i t is ~ 8 x 10'^ years, with the mass spUttings contributing only 
a factor of 6, as compared to the case when the masses are all equal. This is 
incompatible with the experimental lower limit on Tp, which is Tp > 1.9 x 103^ 
years [33] (assuming a, p ^ e'^n^ branching ratio of 35% [34]). As stated 
above, the range of input values of the mass ratios was so chosen because the 
masses MH, MS, and Mx are all assumed to be of comparable magnitude, 
so that they can be considered as part of the same threshold, and not spht 
into two or three separate thresholds. There is a natural upper limit to the 
size of any GUT masses set by the Planck mass. In fact the upper limits on 
these masses are actually much lower, because if either MH/MX or Ms/Mx 
are greater than ~ 10 the model is pushed towards the strongly interacting 
regime, where perturbation theory does not apply. However, even with the 
limits relaxed to Mpianck and Mz, there is still no hope of obtaining results 
consistent with the measured value of Q;S(M^) and the lower limit on Tp. 
So i t must be concluded that even with superheavy threshold effects, the 
values of the Standard Model coupling constants are inconsistent with the 
minimal SU(5) model, by at least 6 standard deviations. 
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Figure 6.1: (a) Evolution of the couplings for the case MnjMx = 10^, 
Ms/Mx = 10~^. The solid lines show the evolution of the couplings that 
is required for imification, for the given values of a i (Mz) and a2{Mz). the 
dotted line is the evolution of the corresponding grand unified coupling above 
Mx- The dashed fine represents the evolution of the experimental value of 
(^z{Mz). (b) Enlargement of (a) showing the behaviour of the couplings in 
the threshold region. 
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6.3 SO(IO) model 
I t is also possible to embed the Standard Model in a minimal left-right sym-
metric model [35, 36, 37]. The left-right symmetry breaking is characterised 
by a scale MR, and accordingly the running of the couphngs is modified above 
MR. This model can in turn be embedded in SO(IO) grand unification, if the 
coupUngs evolve to a single unification point [38]. 
The symmetry group of the left-right model would be 
SU(3) X SU{2)L X SU{2)R X U{1)B-L - > SU{3) x SU{2)L X C/(l)y (6.29) 
and so there is a symmetry breaking 
SU{2)R X U{1)B-L - U{1)Y (6.30) 
which is analogous to 
SU{2)L X U{1)Y ^ C/(1)Q. (6.31) 
This then implies the introduction of a right-handed neutrino for each gen-
eration. These three neutrino states would have a mass « MR, the scale of 
left-right symmetry breaking. In the left-right symmetric model the fermion 
content of one generation is simply 
/ „ \ / . \ 
(6.32) 
The large mass differences between left- and right-handed neutrinos can be 
accommodated in a natural way through the see-saw mechanism. 
There wil l also be three new gauge bosons associated with the SU{2)R - an 
extra W"*",!^" and Z that couple to the right handed fermions only. These 
too wil l have a mass « MR. 
The restoration of parity invariance at some higher energy is an appeahng 
idea in itself, especially as i t can be achieved within a relatively simple model 
with only a few additional particle states. However, i t is tempting to suppose 
that this is only a staging post on the way to a grand unified theory. 
The possible chain of symmetry breaking is 
5 0 ( 1 0 ) ^ SU{4) X SU{2)L X SU(2)R 
^ 5 C / ( 3 ) X SU{2)L X SU{2)R X U{1)B-L 
SU{3) X SU{2)L X U{1)Y 
^ SU{3) X U{1)Q. (6.33) 
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The only other possible chain involves the already mentioned SU(5) model. 
50(10) SU{5) X U{1). (6.34) 
Por simpUcity, we will consider the SO(IO) model with M^' = Mx i-e. with 
SO (10) breaking directly to the minimal left-right symmetric extension of 
the standard model. Then there is only one scale MR between Mz and Mx. 
Grand unification requires a single gauge coupling above Mx- If threshold 
effects around Mx are neglected, this imphes that the couplings must be 
coincident at Mx- The coupUngs at Mz are now known to a much greater 
degree of accuracy from LEP measurements. Hence i t is possible to evolve the 
couphngs from Mz, and see if there is an MR for which the couplings do meet 
at a single unification point Mx- Purthermore, as the lifetime of the proton 
depends on Mx, the value of Mx must be high enough to be consistent with 
the lower bound on the proton lifetime. Por the decay channel p e'^ + TT^ 
the limit on the partial lifetime is Tp/B > 5.5 x 1032 years (90% c.l.) [33]. 
Three scalar fields are needed, corresponding to the three scales of symmetry 
breaking. A 210 dimensional scalar $210 for the first stage at Mx, where 
SO(IO) breaks directly to the minimal L-R model. (If this happens in two 
stages as in eqn.(5), then a 45 and a 54 can be used respectively.) Then a 
five-index antisymmetric $126 is needed, which contains two triplets AL and 
AR of SU{2)L and SU{2)R. AR is responsible for the left-right symmetry 
breaking at MR. A $10 contains two doublets, one of which is the usual Higgs 
doublet of the electroweak model. 
Por the Standard Model, i.e. for Mz < H < MR, the /^-function coefficients 
bi,bij were given in section 6.2. 
Por MR < < Mx the couplings Q;I = OBL and a2 = OR = a^. The 
generator of U(1)BL must be correctly normalised within the grand unified 
model 
1 1 2 1 , , 
Q;y(M/j) 5aR{MR) ' 5aBL{MR) 
The minimal left-right symmetric model has 2 extra scalar triplets, an extra 
doublet, 3 extra (right-handed) neutrinos and 3 extra gauge bosons. The 
/^-function coefficients are, taking gR = gi [36] 
/ 4 / 3 \ 
^fam 4/3 (6.36) 
\ 4 / 3 / 
/ 3 \ 
bi = -22/3 + N 
2/3 
V 0 / 
(6.37) 
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0 -136/3 
-102 y 
0 0 
0 0 
/ 7/6 
a m 1 1/2 
I 1/6 
/ 54 72 
12 56/3 
I 0 0 
3 
0 
(6.38) 
where NH is the number of pairs of scalar doublets and iVA is the number of 
pairs of triplets. It is assumed that Ng = 1 and iV^ = 1. 
Evolving the couplings from Mz it turns out that a single unification point is 
obtained for MR = loio-^^io 33 Q^y ^he unification scale is Mx = 10^ ^ 20±o.25 
GeV. (see figs (6.2) - (6.5)). It might be supposed that the fact that such 
a solution exists is rather unremarkable. Given that the evolved coupUngs 
of the minimal Standard Model do not meet at a single point, it might be 
thought that the introduction of a further parameter, in this case MR, is 
bound to lead to a single unification point. However, this is not neccessarily 
the case. It could happen, for example, that at MR the /^-functions change 
in such a way that the couplings never meet. Even if unification can be 
achieved, there are additional constraints on the possible values of both the 
unification scale Mx and the intermediate scale MR. MX is constrained on 
the one hand by the lower limit on the proton lifetime Tp > 5.5 x 10^ ^ years, 
corresponding to Mx > 10^ ^ GeV, and on the other hand by requiring Mx 
to be less than the Planck mass Mp. So 10^ ^ GeV < M x < 10^ ^ GeV. The 
scale MR must obviously be in the range Mz < MR < Mx. 
The fact that a physically acceptable solution does exist is noteworthy in 
itself, when compared to minimal SU(5) [27] for which this is not the case. 
For the SO(IO) model considered here, the proton lifetime is given by [34] 
Tp = 2.757 X X 10^ ^ years. (6.39) 
For Mx = 10i5-20±0-25 GeV this imphes that 
T, = 10»2.25±1.0 yg^g 40) 
This can be compared with the experimental lower bound of Tp > 1.7 x 10^ ^ 
years [33], assuming a branching ratio for the decay channel p —y e'^ + n'^ in. 
SO(IO) of 30% [34] i.e. 
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1/a 
Pigure 6.2: Coupling unification in the minimal left-right symmetric model 
described in the text. The dot-dash bands correspond to the experimental 
errors on the couplings at Mz, as given in eqn.(6.17). 
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Fig\ire 6.3: Contoiirs corresponding to 68% and 95% confidence levels i n the 
MR - Mx plane. 
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Figure 6.4: Dependence of MR on aa (M^) , for different sin^ 6Y^{MZ). The 
dotted line corresponds to the meastired value of 0.2331 given i n eqn.(6.12), 
and the dashed box to the experimental errors on these parameters given i n 
eqns.(6.12,6-.17). 
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Figure 6.5: Dependence of Mx (SO(IO) model) on as{Mz), for different 
sin^ Ojj^(Mz). The dotted line corresponds to the measured value of 0.2331 
given i n eqn.(6.12), and the dashed box to the experimental errors on these 
parameters given i n eqns.(6.12,6.17). 
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6.4 Supersymmetry 
I f supersymmetry is restored at an intermediate stage rather than left-right 
symmetry, i.e. i n mimimal SUSY SU(5), the same starting values as used 
above imply that Mz < MsusY < lO^'^ GeV and 10^^ GeV < Mx < 10^^ '' 
GeV (see figs.(6.6),(6.7)) and consequently that 
Tp = io34±i-5 years, (6.42) 
a longer lifetime than in the minimal L-R/SO(10) case and safely clear of 
the lower bound. The errors i n the two lifetimes are comparable. In contrast 
to the large value of M r , MSUSY is quite small. This has caused much 
excitement, since i t is potentially wi th in the sights of planned experiments 
(at L H C ) , and also because i t is exactly the range required for the SUSY 
breaking scale to allow naturally soft SUSY breaking, i.e. to remove most of 
the fine tuning problems associated w i t h GUTS. 
However, the error on MSUSY is somewhat larger than that for MR. More-
over, the assumption is made that al l the new (light) supersymmetric par-
ticle states have a common mass MSUSY- I f a more realistic mass spec-
t r u m is adopted then, i n general, predictive power is lost. One exception to 
this is i f new assimiptions are made which are associated w i t h Supergrav-
ity/Superstring derived GUTs. This has recently been studied by Ross and 
Roberts [29], who find that this resiJts i n an increase by a factor of 3 - 10 i n 
the effective SUSY scale, as compared to the value MSUSY = 10^ °^^" GeV 
reported by Amald i et al. [27]. 
I n contrast to the SUSY SU(5) model, the problems associated w i t h the M i n -
imal L-R/SO(10) model are not so much to do w i t h the range of intermediate 
masses, but the fact that this pattern of symmetry breaking is not imique 
wi th in SO(IO). This is ameliorated somewhat by the work of Buccella et 
al. [34] who carried out a first order analysis of SO(IO) models w i t h differ-
ent intermediate symmetries (assimiing only one intermediate scale). They 
found that the other models imply lower values of Mx than the minimal L-R 
model. 
The value of Mx determined (to 2"'' order) i n the minimal L-R model leads 
to a proton lifetime of Tp = io32.25±i.o yg^rs, which is already rather close to 
the lower bound. This raises the possibihty that as the lower bound rises, 
i t may be possible to rule out a large class of non-supersymmetric SO(IO) 
models. 
However, there is a problem affecting SO(IO) models that wiU confound any 
such attempts, namely threshold effects. Because of the high dimensionahty 
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of the scalar representations of SO(IO) which are needed to carry out the 
required symmetry breaking, threshold effects at the G U T scale can be quite 
large, causing an additional uncertainty i n the proton lifetime of up to sev-
eral orders of magnitude (see for example D ix i t and Sher [39]). Therefore 
SO(IO) models are not likely to be w i th in reach of experiment i n the near 
future . I n addition to this, the work of earlier chapters shows the impor-
tance of constructing models that are free f rom quadratic divergences, , and 
further impUes that this is only possible for a restricted class of models i.e. 
supersymmetric gauge theories. 
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Figure 6.6: Dependence of MsusY on as{Mz), for different sin^ ^usi^z)-
The dotted line corresponds to the measured value of 0.2331 given i n 
eqn.(6.12), and the dashed box to the experimental errors on these parame-
ters given i n eqns.(6.12,6.17). 
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Appendix A 
The Gamma Function 
The funct ion r(2;) can be defined by one of the following three expressions 
[1, 2]; 
r ( 2 ) = / e-'f-'dt= / (logi/ty-'dt (A . i) 
Re ^ > 0 
r(z) = Um ~ — 
^ ^ .n^oo z(z + l ) . . . { z + n) 
— l i m " 
n-co 2(1 + ^ zl2) ...{1 + zin) 
OO 
= z - ' l l [ { l + l/ny{l + z/nr'] (A.2) 
n=l 
l / r ( z ) = ze-^^ll[{l+z/n)e-^/"] (A.3) 
where 
7 = l i m ( 5 ^ 1/n - log m) = 0.5772156649... (A.4) 
m-*oo 
n—1 
denotes Filler's or Mascheroni's constant. The definition ( A . I ) was used by 
Euler, (A.2) ( in a different notation) by Gauss, and (A.3) by Weierstrass. 
Froin (A.3) and (A.4) i t can be seen that the gamma f imct ion is an analytic 
funct ion of z, whose only finite singularities are at z = 0, - 1 , -2, -3,... 
From ( A . I ) i t follows that 
T{z) = j \ - ' f - ^ d t + e - ' f - ^ d t = P{z) + Q{z) (A.5) 
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Q(z) is an integral function. Expanding e ' i n a power series and integrating 
term by term gives 
P{z) = ^{-mn\iz + n)r (A.6) 
n=0 
Hence i t follows that ( - l ) " / n ! is the residue of r ( 2 ) at the simple pole z = -n 
{n = 0,1,2,...). 
I t can be shown that the expressions ( A . l ) , (A.2) and (A.3) represent the 
same funct ion. 
For a positive integer n and Rez > 0 repeated integration by parts yields 
/ " ( I - -)f-'dt = -^y-^, . r (A.7) 
Jo ^ n' z{z-\-l){z-\-2)...^'' ' ^ ^ '.(z + l){z + 2)...{z + n) 
so that (by Tannery's theorem) 
l i m r{l--)f-^dt= r e - ' f - \ 
"-^°°yo n Jo 
and therefore ( A . l ) is equivalent to (A.2) . 
/ e'H'-Ht = l i m 
Jo n^oo z{z-^l){z + 2)...{z-\-n) 
(A.3) can be deduced f rom (A.2) as follows. By (A.2) 
^ = l i m z{l + z){l + zl2)... (1 2 / n ) e - " ' ° s " 
or 
r(.) 
T{z) 
= l i m [z{\ -h z)e-'{l + zl2)e-'l^ . . . (1 ^/n)e-^/"] 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.IO) 
n—•oo 
^g2:(H-l/2+l/3...+l/n-logn) 
which imphes that 
^ = z e ^ ^ n [ ( l + z/n)e-^/"] 
(A.11) 
(A.12) 
n=l 
I f the real part of z is negative, and n - | -1 > Re ^ > n (n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) , T{z) 
can be represented by an integral due to Cauchy and Saalschutz [2, 3] 
Jo -E ( - * ) ' m=0 m! f-^dt (A.13) 
- ( n - l - 1 ) <^z<-n 
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This is to be compared to ( A . I ) 
e-'f-^dt ( A . I ) 
3?2 > 0 
I t should be emphasized here that although r{z) is an analytic function 
except at the points 2 = 0, - 1 , - 2 , . . . the same is not true of the integral 
functions on the RHS of ( A . I ) and (A.13). The expression 
/•OO 
/ e-'f-''dt 
Jo 
is an analytic funct ion only i n the domain 3 ? 2 > 0. Likewise 
i : . - ' -Eta m=0 m 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
is an analytic funct ion in the domain —(n -h 1) < 3?2 < —n. 
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Appendix B 
The Beta Function 
B . l Standard Form 
The beta funct ion can be defined by the integral 
(3{x,y)= f ' f - \ l - t ) y - ' d t (B.l) 
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> 0 , 3 ? 2 / > 0 
Substituting t = v/{l + v), the relation 
/•OO 
(3{x,y)= v'-\l + v)-''-ydv (B.2) 
Jo 
3 ? r e > 0 , 3 ? ? / > 0 
is obtained, and f rom this 
p(x, y) = / iv'-^ + vy-^){l v)-'-Hv (B.3) 
Jo 
3?a; > 0 , 3 ? ? / > 0 
can be deduced. I t follows that /3{x,y) = P{y,x). 
/3(x, y) can be expressed i n terms of gamma functions. From 
r ( 2 ) = s^  r e-'H'-^dt ' (B.4) 
Jo 
3 ? 2 > 0, s real and -l-ve 
i t follows that 
r e-('+^^'f+y-'dt = I f c ± ^ (B.5) 
Jo {1 + vy+y ^ ' 
3 ? ( x - | - y ) > 0 
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Mul t ip ly ing (B.5) by v'' ^ and integrating w i t h respect to v between 0 and 
oo gives 
/•oo /•oo fCO 
/ dv -dte-^'+''^H''+y-''v'-''= dvr{x + y y - \ l + v)-'-y (B.6) 
Jo Jo Jo 
Interchanging the order of integration, the LHS becomes 
r dte+y-^e-' r dve-'^v'"^ (B.7) 
Jo Jo 
which is equal to 
and therefore 
so that 
r dtt'+'-'e-H-'T{x) (B.8) 
Jo 
Ux>0 
rdtf-'e-'Tix) = r{x)riy) (B.9) 
Jo 
Ux>0,^y>0 
sRx > 0,^y > 0 
or 
^x>0,^y>0 
I n principle the beta function is s t i l l only defined for > 0,3? 7/ > 0. 
However, as T(z) is analytic except at 2; = 0, — 1 , —2, . . . ( B . l l ) can be used 
to define the analytic continuation of ^(x,y) i n the domain < 0 and 
i n 3??/ < 0. Alternatively ( B . l l ) can be taken as the definiton of the beta 
funct ion, and then its integral representations worked out accordingly. Either 
approach gives 
for all x,y 
I t is important to note that this does not mean that the integral repre-
sentation of the beta funct ion, the LHS of (B.IO) can also be analytically 
continued. I t is s t i l l the case that 
/ 
I v'^-'il + vy'-ydv (B.13) 
0 
^x > 0 , 3 ? ? / > 0 
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B.2 Non-Standard Representation 
This can be demonstrated expUcitly by considering the case ^(x + y) > 
0,Uy >0,-{n + 1) <^x < -n and returning to (B.5) 
r e-^'+'^^H'+y-'dt = 
Jo 
r (x + y) 
This t ime mul t ip ly bo th sides by v''~'^F{v, x + y) where F{v, x + y) is a, 
funct ion to be determined. Integrating w i t h respect to v between 0 and oo 
gives 
rOO fOO 
I dvv''-'F(v,x + y) dte-^^+'^'f^y-^ 
Jo Jo 
fOO 
= / dvv''-^F{v,x + y){l + v)-'-yrix + y) (B.14) 
Jo 
I f the funct ion F(v, x + y) is taken such that i t satisfies the equation 
too 
F{v, x + y) dt e - ( i + - ) ' i ^ + r 1 = 
Jo 
rdte-^'+''^'t''+y-'{l-e'"J2i-^T/^-) (B-15) 
•'O m=0 
then the LHS of (B.14) becomes 
/•OO /•OO " 
L H S = / dvv''-' dte-^'+''^'f+y-\l-e'"T(-vt)"'/ml) (B.16) 
Interchanging the order of integration gives 
/•OO /•OO " 
/ dte-H^ dve-''\vtY-\l-e'"y(-vt)"'/m\) (B.17) 
•^ 0 Jo ^ 0 
/•OO i-oo " 
= / dte-Hy-^ dve-nvY-\\-^Ti-v)"'lm^) (B.18) 
^0 
= dte-Hy-^V{x) (B.19) 
= m n ^ ) (B.20) 
3 ? ? / > 0 , - ( n - h 1) < 3?a; < - n 
From (B.20) and (B.14) 
V{x)T{y)^V{x^-y) r dvv'^-^l + vy-yFiv.x + y) (B.21) 
Jo 
3 ? ? / > 0, - ( n -I-1) < 3?x < - n 
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So that f r o m (B.12) 
/ ? ( ^ , 2 / ) = S ^ ^ = rdvv^-\l + vr^-yFiv,x + y) (B.22) 
T{x + y) Jo 
3Jy > 0 , - ( n - h 1) < < - n 
The funct ion F(v, x + y) is defined by (B.15) 
. . /o°° dte-('^^^H^+y-\l - e-^  E'^n^oi-vtr/ml) 
x + y) = /~r f^e-0+^)^<^^v- i (B-23) 
1 r°° " 
^{x + y) Jo ^ 0 
(B.24) 
=^F{v,x + y) = l- :p74-^(l + ^T^' E r ( m + X-h2 / ) ( -^ ) '" /m! (B.25) 
l[x + y) 
I f i n (B.22) the substitution v = 1/t is made, i t follows that 
/ ^ ( ^ ' ^ ) = = F ^ ' * ' " ' ^ ^ + ^)-='-^niA,^ + 2 / ) (B.26) 
3?y > 0 , - ( n - f 1) < 3ex < - n 
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Appendix C 
Integrals in D Dimensions 
C . l Basic Forms 
From (1.18) and (1.22) 
f d^'^k 1 ^ (m^) ' - -" r ( n - g;) 
J {2Tvy^ (k^ + m2)" (47r)- T{n) ^ ' ' 
for 3 ? ( n - w ) > 0, 3?a; > 0 
= 0 < < 3?n 
Prom this other integrals follow. 
I n the region 0 < 3 ? ^ < 3 f J n , the left hand side of ( C . l ) is well behaved, and 
translational invariance (1.16) can be applied. The translation 
k ^ k + p (C.2) 
implies that 
J {2Try^ (fc2 + 2p.k + m2)" (47r)- r ( n ) ^ ' 
Differentiating (C.3) w i t h respect to p^, then gives 
/ . d'^'k k, ^ ( m ^ - / ) — r ( n - a ; ) 
J (27r)2- (fc2 + 2p.k + m?Y {AT^Y V{n) ^ ^ ' ^ 
0 < 3 ? a ; < 3 ? ( n - l ) 
The differentiation has had the effect of reducing the size of the domain of 
the functional equality (C.4) as compared to that of (C.3) i n the u plane. 
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However, f r o m the analytic properties of the RHS of (C.4) i t is expected that 
(C.4) w i l l be correct i n the larger domain. This w i l l be examined shortly. 
Differentiating w i t h respect to again gives 
I 
For p^=0 
(27ry^ (k^ + 2p.k + m2)" 
^ {m^ -p^)<-"T{n-l-u) 
(47r)- r(n) 
X (puPAn - u - l ) + ^S^^im^ - p^)j (C.5) 
0 < 3?a; < 3 J ( n - 2 ) 
f cP'^k k,k, ^ ( m ^ ) " - " r (n - 1 - g;) 1 
y (27r)2-(A;2-Km2)" (47r)'- r(n) 2 "" ^ ' 
0 < 3 ? a ; < 3 ? ( n - 2 ) 
Again, differentiation has caused the domain to shrink i n (C.5) and (C.6). 
From the fo rm of the RHS of (C.6) i t looks like the domain should be 0 < 
< 3?(n - 1) rather than 0 < 3Ja; < 3?(n - 2). I f k^k^ « k^, then 
comparison w i t h ( C . l ) supports this view. More exactly, since the LHS of 
(C.6) is of the fo rm 
/ k,kj{e) (C.7) (27r)2'^  
The lorentz structure impUes that 
^ k k f i k ^ ) - ^ 
and hence 
f dt'-k k,k, ^ f d'n 'i^k' 
J (27r)2- ( F + m2)" J (27r)2- (k^ + m^)" ^ " ^ 
Using the identi ty P = k'^ +m? — i n the numerator, this becomes 
^ 6 ^ . r _ f - k _ ( _ l \ 
2C^ y (27r)2- V(jt2+m2)"-l ( P + ^2)n^ • ^ 
then f rom ( C . l ) 
^ < 5 , 4 m 2 ) - " + i / r ( n - l - u ; ) r{n - u;)\ 
2u (47r)- V r(«-l) r(n) / ^ 
0 < 3?w < 3 J ( n - 1) 
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_ 1 K ) — ^ ^ r ( n - l - a ; ) 
-2'^'"' (47r)- r(n) (^ -^ ^^  
0 < sfto; < 1) 
A proof can be given for integer n using exponential parametrisation. Start-
ing with the LHS of (C.3) 
1 
J (27r)2^ ( F + 2k.p + m2)" 
^ L • • • L J ( 2 ^ exp[-(fe2 ^ 2A;.p + m2)(xi + . . . x„)] 
=r • • r ^^pt-^^' - + • • • 
r ( n - ^ ) 
~ (47r)- r(n) ^^ -^ "^ ^ 
0 < 3?a; < n 
Now multilpying by { - P f i ) 
K - p ^ ) - » r ( n - c . ) 
^ '^^ ^ (47r)- r(n) 
(C.14) 
but (2.53) is 
/• (i^ '^ A; 1 
y ( 2 ^ ^ ^ exp(-a;^2 _ 3^.^^) ^ exp(x/) (C.15) 
and therefore 
K - ; , ^ r - " r ( n - . ; ) 
^ '^^ ^ (47r)- r(n) 
" "^ ^^  • • • i " / (^;^V^M-(^'+2p.^+"^')(^i + ---a;n)] (C.16) 
for 0 < 5fta; < n 
Integrating over the a;,- gives 
^ (47r)- r(n) y (27r)2-(A;2 + 2;,.A; + m2)» ^^'"^ 
for 0 < 3?a; < n (n integer) 
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C.2 Extended Forms 
The technique of Feynman paxametrisation is based on 
1 _ r(Q; + P) x^-\l- xy-' /•^ X (1 — xr~ 
a'^hP T{a)T{(5)U ""^ [ax + h{l - x)Y+P 
This expression is derived from the integral representation of the beta func-
tion (B.2) 
p(a,p)= r v'^-Hl + vy-Pdv (C.19) 
Jo 
3?a>0, 3?^>0 
or, after v —> 
p(a,p)= vP-\l+v)-''-^dv (C.20) 
Jo 
letting V = {b/a)u imphes 
p(a, (5) = a°b^ r duu^-^a + ftu)""-^ (C.21) 
3?a>0, SR/?>0 
then u = { l - x)/x gives 
/?(a, (3) = a^b" C dx, """"Xl" " " C L (C.22) Jo [ax + b{l - x)]°'+P ^ ' 
Now integrals of the type 
/ .(27r)2-p+;j)2]'"[ifc2]" ^ • > 
can be evaluated. Using (C.18), (C.23) becomes 
/ '^'-fc r(n + m) .1 a : -^( l - : r )"-^ 
y (27r)2-r(n)r(m)/o [ ( i f c + F ( l - a;)]-+" ^ " ^ 
for 3ffm > 0, 3?n > 0 
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Interchanging the order of integration, and rearranging the denominator gives 
^(^+^) r dxx-Hi - xT-^ I ^ 
r(n)r(m) h ^ ^ J (27r)2- [(k + xpY + pH{l - x)]'"+" 
(C.25) 
for 3?m > 0, 3fn > 0 
Provided 0 < Roj < 3?(m-|-n), the integral over k is well defined and after 
the translation k k — xp, is of the form (C.l) 
r(n)r(m) Jo "^ "^^  (47r)- r(m + n) ^ '^^ ^^ 
for 3?m > 0, 5ftn > 0, 0 < 3?a; < 3?(m + n) 
^ r (n + m-u;)(p^)-(-^") ^ ^ ^ . . „ - , . ^ _ ^T) 
for > 0, > 0, 0 < sRw < 3?(m + n) 
The integral over a; is of the form (C.l) , therefore provided 3?(a; - m) > 0, 
^ (uj-n) > 0 
f d^'^k 1 _ r(n + m - g;) (;,2)c.-(m+n) 
y (27r)2- [{k + ;))2]'"[F]" " r(n)r(m) ~ ( 4 ^ 0 ^ - n,a; - m) 
(C.28) 
for 0 < 3?m < 0 < 3?n < sfto;, 0 < < 3?(m + n) 
For u = 2- e/2 {D = A - e) the only integer values of m and n which (C.28) 
satisfies are m = 1, n = 1. 
Using the same prescription as in (C.23) to (C.28), the following formulae 
can be obtained; 
y (2^ 7r)2'- p+p)2]'"[A;2]" 
r(n + m - w) (»2)'--('"+«) ^ . , . 
= r(n)r(m) (4 . ) - - m , . - n + 1) (C.29) 
for 0 < 3?m < sRw, 0 < 5ftn < 3? (w + 1), 0 < < 3? (m + n) 
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J (2^ 
d^^'^k k 
7r)2'-p+p)2]'"[jfc2]n 
^ (47r)'^r(n)r(m) 
x{l-6^i,p'^r{m + n - 1 - Lj)P{uj - m + l , a ; - n - | - l ) 
+ p^,p„T{m + n-u)p{uj-m,uj-n + 2) (C.30) 
for 0 < < 5fta;, 0 < 3?n < 3?(w-I-1), 0 < §?u; < 3?(m + n - 1) 
i (2^ 27r)2'-[(A;+;))2]'"[A;2]" 
" (47r)'-r(n)r(m) 
(^"^ '^^ (^ A'ff'A + /^iAPi/ + ^i/A/'/i)r(m + n - 1 - a;)^(a; - m - | - l , w - n + 2) 
- PiiPuPx^{fn + n - a;)/?(a; - m, a; - n + 3)) (C.31) 
for 0 < 3?m < sftc^ , 0 < 3?n < + 2), 0 < 3?a; < 3?(m + n - 1) 
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Appendix D 
Translations 
D . l Logarithmic Divergence 
Consider the logarithmically divergent integral 
J (27r)2- {k + PY ^ 
Using the identity (k + p — pY/k^ = 1 this equals 
J (27r)2- (k+pYk^ ^ ' 
J (27r)2- \{k+ p)2jfc2 (k + p)4jfc2 J ^"^""^ 
^ r d2-A; ( 1 ip' + 2k.p) ip' + 2k.p)\ 
7 (27r)2- {k+pfk^ { k + p y k y ^ ^ ^ 
(h+h) ih + h) 
Using Feynman parametrisation 
_ r d'^'^k 1 [ (1 - a;) 
^ ~ y (27r)2- (A; + p)2jfc4 " / (27r)2'- h [A;2 + pH{l - x)Y ^ 
' ~ y (27r)2- (jfc + ;,)4i!;2 - y (27r)2- i , [ifc2 + p2x{l - x)Y ^ ^ ^ 
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h + h = £ dx-^{p'x{l - x)r-'T{3 - u) (D.7) 
which imphes that 
ri , 1 
(^47r)'' 
after interchanging integrations and using (C.l) . 
Similarly 
/ <P-k k, ^ I d'^k {l-x){k,-xp,) 
^ J (^ 27r)2- (k + pyk^ J (27r)2- yo [k^ + pH(l - x)Y ^ ^ ^ 
^ r d^-k k, r d^-k n xjk.-xp,) 
' ~ y (27r)2- {k + pYk^ J (27r)2- 0^ [k^ + p^x{l - x)]^ ^ ^ 
imply that 
l2 + h = I' dxj^ip'xil - x)r-'Ti3 - u){-xp,) (D.IO) 
0<3?a;<3 
Now 
2p,(i2+i4)+p\ii+h) = j~;j{p'r-'n^-^) I' dx{i-2x)x^-\i-xr-' 
(D.ll) 
0 < 3 ? w < 3 
The integral over x is antisymmetric and therefore vanishes, so 
2p,{l2 + h)+p\h+h) = 0 (D.12) 
and 
y f27r)2- (k + PY~ J f27r)2- (kY ^ ^ ^ 
D.2 Linear Divergence 
Consider the linearly divergent integral 
y (27r)2- (A; + pY ^ ' 
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Using the same identity as before this is equal to 
rd?-k {k,+p,)(k+p-pf 
J (27r)2'- {k+pyk^ ^ ^ 
^ r d?^k [ k^ k^jp' + lk.p) k,ip' + 2k.p) 
J X27r)2'^ \ {ky (k+pyk^ (k + pyk^ 
h h 
^ (A; + p)2fc2 {k + pyk'' j ^ > 
h h 
Feynman parametrisation and translation give 
/ . \ L - 2 I'dx I '^^^ 2p.kk,+p%x{2x-l) 
h + h - dxy ^2;r)2- [k'^+p^x{i-x)Y ^^-^^^ 
where (C.4) has been used to eUminate the linear terms, and it has been 
assumed that the integral 
. / (27r)2- [A;2 + m?Y ^^''^^^ 
is translationally invariant for 1 < 3? a; < 2. The integral h is 
and so 
^ , r <^'^k 2p.kk. 
Using (C.6) with the domain taken to be 0 < JRo; < 3? (n — 1) rather than 
0 <dtuj <^(n-2) (i.e. (C.12)) this becomes 
I, + I,+U = -^(p^y-^p^)T{2 - u) I' dxix{l - x)r-' (D.21) 
The integral 1^ is 
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= (i^(^')''"'(^^)^(2 - c ) dxix{l - x)r-' (D.23) 
Therefore 
h + {h + l2 + h) = 0 (D.24) 
and 
I (Z -^fc k,+p, ^ f d'-k k, 
J {27Ty'-{k+pY J (27r)2-(jt)4 "^^ -^ ^^  
D.3 Quadratic Divergence 
For the quadraticaUy divergent integral 
I{ty^{klpy 
rearrangement gives 
r ^ i k + p - p l 
J (27r)2- (k+pyk^ ^ ^ 
^1 d^-k \ I 2k.p p' \ 
J (27r)2- \ (ky {k+pyk^ (k+pyk^ j ^ ^ ^ 
From (C.28) and (C.29) paying attention to the limits 
d^^k \ p^ ^ 2k.p \ 
J ( 2 ^ 1 {k+pyk-' (k+pyk^f 
= 0 
since -l,u>) = \(5{u) -\,uj - 1). Therefore it follows that 
J (27r)2- {k +py~J (27r)2- (A;)2 
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D.4 Cubic Divergence 
The integrand of the cubically divergent integral 
J (2n)^"(k + vV ^^--^^^ 7r)2- (k+p) 
can be rearranged to give 
(f'^k j _k^ p^ . 2p.kkf, 
(ky-^{ky~~W y (27r)2- \ 
4(p.A;)2A;^  2p.kp^k^ p% \ 
{k+ pfk^ {k+ pyk^ (k + pyk^ J ^ ^ 
(^i) (^2) ih) 
where (D .30) has been used to obtain the second term. Assuming 
1 < 3?u; < 2 
it follows that 
L - i f t dx2x(l X) (-^P'P-f'k^ - (P-'^yP^ - (D34) 
- ^ 1 {2iry-Jo ^ ^ [A;2+j,2^(l-x)]3 ^^ •^ >^ 
^'-^J (27r)2- Jo ^^^^^ [k^ + p^x{l - x)]^ ^^-^^^ 
'' = - J j 2 ^ l ''[k^+pH{l -x)V 
Carrying out the 2u dimensional integration 
/•I 1 
h = — I dx . . xil — x) 
Jo (47r)'^  ^ ' 
X (r(2 - uj){p'x{l- x)r-'6p\ + r ( 3 - u){p'x(l - x)r-HxYp,) (D.37) 
/2 = - d x - ^ { l - x) 
Jo (iny ^ ' 
X (r(2 - co){p'x{l - x ) r - y p , + r ( 3 - uj){p'x{l - x ) r - V p \ ) (D .SS) 
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In (D.39) the x integration has also been done. Integrating over x in / i and 
I2 gives 
X {/3(uj + 1,LJ- 1)(6 - 4(2 - w)) 
+P{tu, tu - l ) ( -6 - 1 + 2(2 - a;)) + ^(w - 1, w - 1)} (D.40) 
= ^ r ( 2 - u;)ip'r-\i-f3iu;, u - 1)) (D.41) 
which imphes that 
Ii+l2 + h = Q (D.42) 
and so 
d^'^k k^+p^ 
J (2^)2- {k+py 
I d'-k i k p, 
J (27r)2- \ {ky (A;)2 {ky 
?^k f p, 2p.kk, • 
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